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1

A PREFACE TO THE NATIVE AMERICAN WOMAN: A PERSPECTIVE

A number of events have led to the writing of this book, The Native

AL.erican Woman: A Perspective. The initial step was taken towards its be-

ginning when I- taught a course entitled, "The Role of wiomen in NatiVe American

SocEeties" at Dartmouth College in 1974. Many people, Native and non-Native,

expressed an interest in' the curse, and, from the written and spoken in-'
1

quiries regi.rding it, I surmised that many potentiallnstruct,ors of projected

courses variously entitled Indian Women or Native American Women were, in

fact,,asking for details and guidance. It pointed to a lack of organized
. (p. ..,

--. '

.

'data in analyzing women's roles in Native American culture. I answered all
. .

requests for information and'subsequently published a'partial bibliography
.

which appeared in "The Indian Historiar" (Vol. 8, No. 3,.1975). It, too,

. bore the name of the course.

In 1976, I taught-the course again to a mixed student enrollment at
4.

StanfOrd University. I felt that often a course of this kind can become a

..learning experience for both sexes.

In that same year, June 1.76, I was privileged to attend aconference

of Native American women writers at NavajO Community College,Tsaile, Arizona.

It was an exhilarating experience. Much creative talent was exhibited by such

writers as Donna Whitewing (Winnebago), Leslie Silko (Laguna Pueblo), Nia*

Francisco (Navajo) , RoberteHill (Onieda), and AnnaWalkerjPawnee-Otoe); ,

-

to name .a few authors whoSe works are currently available in anthologies.

It is from these creative works by representatives of Native American womanhood

that one is able to obtain an evocative portrait of the Native American female.

Later.in 1976, I conducted a Workshop on "Native American Women" at the

1976 annual meeting of the National Indian Education Association in Albuquerque.

7
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I was surprised and delighted with the response. N*ive women of all tribes

reacted enthusiastically to my Presentation, and,.in fact, much of the text

bethis book reflets their interests and concerns.

In October 1976, at a conference on the research needs of Indian women

sponsored by the National Institute of Education, I read a solicited paper

,
entitled, "The Interaction of Culture and Sex Roles in the Schools."

Finally, in May i977,"I read yet another paper, at a conference funded

by N.I.E., on the "Issues in.the Professionalization of Native American (Indian)
I A

Wa-n. C .p

f these papers Indian-orien;ed for they dealt directly with

the, unique status of Indian women and they reflected the very contemporary,

urgent interest in_Native women. Furthermore, I Jad tried,1.4in them, to

pen4frate the gloss of "the Indian woman" which is but another variation

of the usual stereotvps of the Aerican Indihn. The papei, in estima-

tion,

.. .. .. ,

conveyedthe viewpoint of one Native woman's experiences and perspeC-

tives. They were, also, viewed as vehicles which could broaden the comprehen-

sion of people, primarily non-Natiyes, of the variety of Indian women which
(

could be seen through the perspective of Native society, both past arid present.
. %

Besides the series of events whicirdemonstrated an interest in qndN .

)

.
\\,

need for a book of this type, I had certain compelling_professional interests

,

.

and concerns, as an anthropologist, which also" influenced me. I have had'a* ,

long-standing interest in women, an interest which long pre-dated the anguished
,%

cries of women in the contemporary "Women's Movement...! At the behest of

Dr. John C. Ewers of the Smithsonian Institution, I read a paper on the ethno-

graphy of,Indian women at the American Ethnohi'story Assocition, l'970. A

,

paper, entitic....! "Warrior Women of the Plains," was given at the

2
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,International Congress of Americanists Meotihg in Rome, Italy, in 1973. In

June.of that same year, Wilma Victor (Choctaw) and r were selected to attend

the-first International Conference of Indigenous Women of the Americas in

San Cristobal, Chiapas, Mexico. As can be seen my interest in Native women

was conceived early and has remained...Constant.

Many Natives have accused me of being an "Anthro" and have attempted

3
say simply `:.is, "Not so."

_ .%

''
. I

Others will declare that this boek.is the work of a "WumeWs Libber"

to shift td me the burden of all the sins the "Anthros" aid6notdie for.

To come of these, it will undoubtedly appearthat, in Writilv this,,book, I

am promoting the discipline in which I make my living. To theseez,ple, I

4-

who is disinterested in the other half of the human species: Man. This is

a label many Native men attach to any Native widen who speaks out in defense

of women's rightS. With regard to this charge I can only say, I believe in
r,

the equality of the sexes in any social cgotext, White or Indian. I find

children of all races and sexes fascinating for it is in their socialiiation
.

procesSes that all the 'beliefs, attitudes, and experiences about gender

behavior which color their perceptions, their attitudes, and the actualization

of their sexual beliefs. is transmitted. Indians, no matter what the tribe,

reflect the

Wren I

Societies,"

male or female -orientations of tribe.

first taught the cotit,se, "The Role of Women in Native American

f did so,primarily as a response,. to the fact that there were

few, if any, Native women irRy.ved invthe Women's Liberation Movement. When

questioned about this, many of my Native female acquaintances often replied,

"Why, should I Y long I'm already-liberated!"

3
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But are they? The answer to that question, I believed, could be.found

in a course which examined'Native women's place in traditional societies. It

could give clues to a better understanding of women's roles in present.

societies. -I also felt thit it was time to confr ont Indian men with the__

evidence of growing self-awareness and self-assessment which; is current among

Indian.women at this time.. To do.this,_I was compelled to tiike discussions

with Indian women out of my living room'and university office to assess the

problems in m.le, femald.relationships with which they were Confronted in the

dominant culture and their own individual tribal cultures. kn a classroom

in which both sexes are present, this has provea to be an effective means of"

enlarging,the awareness_ of both sexes. It is also tied to-the large.,..-isque
t i I

of individual autonomy in a bi-cultural context. For young ±ndian women,
1

-however, it posed some problems. On the one hand, it has meant the beginnings

of.self-actualization and expression of potential; on the other 'hand, Native

. societies and the males in them have continued their attempts to restrict:
A

. . these very same women. Phrased differently, Indian males'are chauvinistic!

They are the first to admit this fact. However, they justify their stance

byksaying that certain behavior and proOfs of self-sufficiency in an Indian

female in "Not the -Indian Way!" Whatever that may mean!

This flies in the fac4 of fact, of reality. There are as many tribil

ways, asthere are many viable life styles. From that time during which

.

Native cultures operated in a.state of d istinctive.equilibria before th

*
.

onslaught 9f the dominant culture,' tribal, he constantly undergone

and.reacted to forces of cultural change, and it is with this fact in focus
1

Iv

9

that-an examination of sex rolelOis imperative.

4
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,In conclusion, let me say that a.prime. concern of mine has always been

my Native American colleagues, friends, and tribal constituencies, so that,. .

when I was.approached by ERIC/CRESS in 1977 to write a book onlative American

women, I agreed. I reasoned that it was time to set out my thoughts, .the
r .

experiences I found to be most helpkul in my classes, and the reactions of

my students, both pale and ferrate. I have learned much from th..4.

By publishing in this press(ERIC/CRESS), hopefullyla *greater pumber,

O

of my.tribal contemporaries who are teaching cours on Native American.

women may have ,greater access to the materials.

T thank ERIC/CRESS and especially, Dr. Everett Ellington, for their confi-
_

-
dence in me. I also express appreciation to Vaiorie Huff Johnson (Seneca)

and Roberta Wilson tOglala Lakota) for their appra4m5A4jof thc manuscript and

. to Brette Monagle'for"her careful editing.P.

. ,

Madison, Wirconsin and
Wakpala, South Dakoti , $

Standing Rock Reservation'
August, 1977.
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CHAPTER I

NATIVE; AMERICANS AND ANTHROPOLOGY

The anthropologist and the Native American have had tlong history of

interaction. Indeed, it has been suggested that American anthropology was

built upon the backs of the'NatiNie Americans (Medicine, 1973). Nat±G.r American

cultures haire certainly been the focus of ethnological study for many genera-

tions, and interest in "vanishing Is" has been a potent force.in
i) F

i F
the collection of cti r 1 fact and artifact from the beginnings of American

anthropology. 'h-
i

i

. Few would arg- that anthropologiCal sources and concepts of culture

1)

provide invaluable guides to the understanding of Native American behavior

and the means by which these Natives sought a satisfying life in human group-
.

ings. The concept of culture allows one to comprehend the Irikty of "schemes

of life that worked," (E. Deloria, 1944) if its is viewed as an integrated

system of ideas, beliefs, behaviors, and artifact which individuals in a tribal

group learn, stare, value, and transmit. Any 'further attempt to define a

concept of culture to which all anthropologists would adhere or.agree to,

however, seems an impossibility. This was demonstrated in the work of Kroeber

and Kluckhohn (1952, 1963) when they examined over one hundred definitions by .

anthropoloklists and found none completely acceptable. .dot withstanding, the

ticulation of a comprehensive definition of the construct of culture-is not

e aim herein. To Kluckhohn's definition of the construct as niStorically
4

created designs for living, explicit and implicit, rational, irrational,ld

non - rational, which may exist at any given time as potential guides for the

behavior of men" (Kroeber and Kluckhohn, 1952) I would add a category, "women,"

and ,carry on.

6
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.
Despite Americ.an anthropology's longstanding relationship with Native

American societies, it has not been without its deficiencies. Materials

have been few and scattered, and what has been gathered, deals largely with

the Indian male. If information from the .past is scanty, the present accounts

lease even.more to be desired, for there are few contemporary studies of
0

Indian females. .It seems counterproductive, however, to decry the lack of

writtendata. One must simply set about examining a great many ethnological

studies of Indian tribes to glean information about the diverse role of

women in Native cultures.

This leads to another deficiency which becomes very.apparent in any

investigation of the anthropological studies, of Native American societies.

Early anthropological data reg 'arding the Indian tribes of North America reveal

the pervasive endocentric bias of the nineteenth, century male academe. It is

,

ad if each Native American society were viewed as a."company of. Native men"

ande as reported by me anthropologists, the female component: of these

societies Was seriously short-changed or cast in amunfavcrable light.

Whether or not this unattractive delineation of Native women in the accounts

of nineteenth century male academicians, in fact, represents the Native women's

true behavior or the behavior prescribed for them when with strange males

has never been determined. It is entirely 0OsSible that,cultural constraints

'very often prohibited, tacitly at least, the .interaction of Indian women 'with

.

noh- Indian wen in the reservation period so that a more accurate portrait

could emerge.

This has led to the charge, particularly :n,papers prepared by Native

American women, that anthropologists have always presented Indian women as
.

4druidges." Shirley Hill Witt explicitly faults the "Anthros" for the

/`

1.4
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perpetution of this image (Witt, 1974)_. I share this view. "In anthro-

pological literature, Native women have been referred to as drudges, beaqs

of burden, and other demoralizing terms" (Medicine, 1977). Native men have

also nct been reluctant to characterize Indian women in this manner. They

are fond of pointihg out that Indian women walked ten paces behind them.

TO this statement, I have replied, "Of course, we walked ten paces behind you.

That's documented: And the reason that we did was to tell you where to go"

(ibid.).

Also contributing to the androcentric bias in anthropological writings

Were women anthropologistl themselves. This Can be said of most of.the

female collectors of fact in the early period of American anthropology.

Despite the fact that the Uather of 'American anthropology," Franz Boa!,

encouraged women to enter the field (Jones, 1970), the work they produded.

4Arrift focus specifically'on the woman's role in the Native cultures, of

North America. For the most part,; 'ike the men, they seemed to be caught

up ...r1 the fervor of collecting information before the tribes disappeared

into the sunset, with the women ten paces behind them. Women students, in
.., .

training as anthropologists; seemed tied to thesame analytical" tools and

ImikW

rubrics as their male counterparts: Treatises on kinship,. language, art,

1

4

folklore, religion, and material culture were the result. But to say that

the role of women was totally neglected would be a half-truth. They appeared

in kinship charts or as adjuncts tcL men, in the various economic pursuits of,

indigenous cultures, and from these ethnographic accounts cqf be teased images
. .

of women.

Examples of this lack of focus on women can be seen in the work of

Alice Cunningham Fletcher who worked with an Omaha, Francis LaFlesche. Much

8
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of the Dawes Act allotment system was drawn from her idea that "what was

.

,good for the Indians" could be prescribed for them by persons outside their

culture. Despitethis, however, her work regarding the tribe, during a

A
time of despondency and despair, offers good information concerning theDearly

_,..
r

contact period for` his group (Fletcher and LeFlesche, The Omaha Tribe, 1906),

even if it examine the women's roll assuch, Even that great biographer

of the Winnebago, MOuntain Wolf Woman, Nancy Lurie writes in her field work

of her male mentor in "Two Dollars" (Kimball and Watson, eds., 1972).

Margaret Mead, not an, Indic,.,? is.perhaps adj.-exception to the rule that

women anthropologists neglected to examine, the woman's role for.she gives a-
,

more substantive treatment in ,her book, The Changing Culture of an Indian

Tribe, of the changing roles of women in their acculturating societies (1932).

This work, which contains a guide for the investigation of women's `'roles,
eV

is frequently overloOked by students of North American Indians cultures.

o

While early anthropological reporting can be said to be deficient in
* 0 '

its reporting of Indian females and their roles in their respective tribA,

apother very important and positiVe' aspect of American anthropology was being

developed. Through the influence:of Franz Boas, who both interested and%..
_

'. ,

contacted Native people concerning the scope of anthropology and the examine-

tion of their own cultures, many Native people becamerecorders of and for

their People. As a result some of the data from early ethnological field

work evidences a decided "Indian input," to use a greatly overworked term.

It is unfortunate the'. the ethnographic and cultural data derived from these

nearly Native writers is seldom utilized in "relevant" and current Indian,

educational programs. The legacy of:the rare anthropologist working with a

Native' colleague, which Margaret Mead mentions in AntLropology and the

9 \
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American Indian.(1973') is seldom given much notice either. Similarly, the

history of Indian-White relations in the early days Of reservation life has

never been-fully evaluated or described.

tpring this period, Indians were eeen as conquered savages to be- herded

onto reservations. Their entire culture with its language,iworldview, and

religion, were denigrated, despised, and outlawed. Despite this, one is

able to obtaip fleeting glimp es of the relationships between anthropologist

.' 4
and Indian accounts s "Ohnain ewk, Eskimo Hunter" by Edmund Cat-

penter; "My Crow Interpreter" by Robert H. Lowie; "A Navaho Politician" by

Clyde Kluckhohn; "John Mink, Ojibwa Informant" by Joseph B. Casagihnde;

"A Pueblo G. I." by John Adair; "A Seminole Medicine Maker" by William C.

Sturtevant (Casagrande, J. B.,. ed., 1960). .The latter collection of field
t-.

expeniences also-indlUdesA section by William N. Feriton,, "Return to the
0 .

i-
'N .4.,

,'
, Longhouse" which details Fenton's work with the Seneca. These encounters

are not without humor as seen in Susie 'fellow (CroW) indignant

description of ethhography as "Indian Joke ,Books." These field work accounts,

in which the investigators reminisce about their-relations with Indians,
.

reveal the human anegiances tnd warmth that often characterize theii inter-
,

actions. One can get some sense f'this interaction in the portrait of the

female anthropologist, Alice G. Fletcher, among the Omaha in 1881:

"She visited the 'Indians-in their homes rld began to nak

'friends with them. At fitet, they were "not disposed to'eal , but

after a time it occurred to one to ask: "Why are you here ?" `'She.

replied: "I came to learn, if yoil will let me, some things about

your tribal organization, sociaLcustoms, tribal rites, tr4ditions

and songs.. Also to-seeif 2 can help yod in,any way."
At the suggestion of'help, the facps of the Indians brightened

withhope, The Indian continued: "You- have -comma at a time when

we are in distress. We have leafned hat the 'lan)aper' given
us by the Great. Father does not- make us secure.in,our homes; that

6



we could be ousted and driven to Indian territory as the Ponces
were. We want a 'strong paper.' We' are-told that we can get one
through an Act of Congress. Can you helAus?' (Lurie, in Helm,
ed.', 1966)

These records of the early. ethnographers who saw Indian life- styles
. .

\
as worthwhile and worthy of being preserved as ehmographies can never be

I,

\ri \ralued highly enough.-

One of the early Native ethnologists was John Napoleon brinton Hewitt,

art -Tuscarora Indian'; who was introduced to the field Hof ethnology by

nnie Smith /).He worked for many years at the Bureau of AMerican Ethnology

\Irog

.

in-the ork of Arthur Caswell Parker, Seneca; who worked for years at 'A-,.

4

they Stet Museum in Buffalo, New York, and wrote about his people (Parker,

6mitheolm(Ins%itution irj Washington D. C. Hit work on the

ian groups is considerable and far-ranging.

0 her valuable material' gathered by Native anthropologists can be found
. .

1

1926, .1967) . 40, mpre)
>irecent

pilbligtiop by another Seneca anthi6pdlogist, .

,. -1.11,...-:
-11., ii'.1,

(

. ,..,

. , t r \ :,
George Abrams,' is The Seneca beoplei.(1r6) published by the Indian Tribal

,-
.

. Series, Phoenix, Arizona.
I '4...

.-z

:. .

,. 1 The BureaU of American Ethnology Reports contain informatidn of value
for moat tribalgroui4. 'The collection of.data on the-various tribee would'
give a varied view of IndianrWhite relationships, Native AMerican women,'
especially you college student4, frequently express the sad factfrom
their viewpoint) that most Native men, seem to-prefer non-Indian women. Ag.;

fascinating account of the wife of an early field ethnologist, White, employed
by the Bureau ,,of American E:Ehnology,41!o fell in love with and married a
Chemehuevi male may be found ,in Carob4th Laird's Encounter with an Angry God,
Banning California: Malki Muteum Preps, 1975. (The Malki Museum Press is
an Indianppub4shing house.) This account shows a 1-ng history of the aitrac-
_tiop of Indianmale to non-Native females. Conversely; the attraction which
Indiahyomen had, besides. survival value, for European men-is well documented.
in p'Meara's DaughtetS of the Country. Sylvia Gronewold's contribution to
-Kimilall-and Watson's Crossing Cultural' Boundaries entitled "Did FraNc, Hamilton
Cushing go NatiVe?" presents aspects of "Zunification" of an early ethnog-'
rapher. .: ,(

(

-11
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While doing field work at the Pacific Northwest, Franz-Boas, himself,

encountered and ensnared the Kwaiutl Native men, George-Hu4nt and Dan
., .

. .

, 'Cranmer, who collected linguistic texts and folklorist materials for thc%,

':father of Ameri lnafithropology."

Instances of linguistiCcollaboration with Native Americans produced .

many products from the Department .4. Anthropology at Columbia University

at Which Boas was a professor. An example of linguistic training for,-
. 1

i7Native American scholars bf that period can be seen in the work otArchie

Phinney, a Nez Perce. His publication Nez Perce'Texts (Columbia University

Contributions to Anthropology, Vol. XXV, 1934) is referenced in the recent

Nu-Mee Poom Tit ilgjit (Nez Perce Tribe of Idaho, 1972) which is an'ex-

cellent book, written by tribal members, a. the history and culture of this

- tribe in thlateau culturejirea..

The professional patronage andcolleagueship of Boas influenced Ella

,

Dcicria to produce, in collaboration with Boas, a.gramMer of.a Ilative Siouan
. .

language'-(Boas and Deloila, 1941). :This. led Ella Deloria to other linguistic

and ethnological writing. Her book, Speaking ofitndiani (1941) is a functiorial

and charming analysispf a "Scheffie of Life that Worked" amongethe Lakota

people. Her analysis of cultural adaptation on Standing Rock Reservation

*4c,

is enlightening, and the treatment of kinship as a pervasive, continuing

strength n Sioux-identity is well presented.

The,re ationship of anthropologist and Indian has not, however, always

been a positive one. Anthropologists have 'been periodically viewed with scorn

and suspicion; sentilents which are very much evident in Vine0 Deloria's

sketch of the anthropologist, written duripg that time of protest and confron-
.

tation, the 1960's:

V
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"'They' are the anthropologists. Social anthropologists,
' historical political anthropologists,,economickanthropologists,
all brands of the specfes, embark-on the great summer adventure.
For purpopes:of.this dis-cussion'we shall refer only to the generic
_name, anthropologists. They are the-most prominent members of
-the scholarly.community that infests :the land of the free, and
in the summer time, the homes of the braves... While their histdr-
ical precedent is uncertain, anthropologists can readily 1:.&'
identified on the, reservations. Go into any crowd of people.

-..,

Pick out a tall, gaunt white man wearing Burmuda shorts, a WOrld
War II Army Air Force flying jacket, an.Australian'bush hat;
tennis shoes, 'and packing a large knapsack incorrectly strapped
to `his back. Hp, will invariably have a thin, sexy wife with
stringy hair, an IQ of 191, arid a vocabulary in which even, the
Prepositions have eleven syllables.

He usually has a-camera, tape recorder, telescope, hoola
hoop,-and life jacket all hanging from elongated frame. He
rarely has a pen, pencil, chisel, stylus, -stick, paint brughe or,
instrument-to-record his observations.

This creature is an anthropolOgist." (Vine Deloriae-Jr., 1969)

Perhaps female anthropologists should be grateful that they are not part

of this native typology or perhaps Vine Deloria, Jr. did not have sufficient

empirical evidence to Portray the, female Of the-anthropological species.

Be that as it may, the foreaoing description has been the rallying cry

for,;ma'ny tribal communities and militant groups since the original

description-appeared in Playboy, August, 1969, and later, in Deloria's

ibbok, Custer Died for Your Siris (1969).

More recently, the Dakota folk singer,'Floyd Westerman in his song-

giiere Comes the Anthros" condemns those social scientists thought by

Native groups to "rip-off" Native communities and become rich.

_ .

But whatever the view concerning'the anthropologist, whether positive

.
, . .

or negative, one factor remains constant: ethnologies of Native Americans,
.

/..

even those written byNative male anthropologists, fail to sketch in.any

great detail the female role, so' important in these matrilineal socieUes.

It is obvious that male bias in anthropological reporting cannot, be attri-

buted to White males only!

13
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I have tried to identify the male bias in many Native ethnographies

towardsiNative women. If I be allowed to extrapolate from the; sentiments

of Indian men iri3ny, and succeeding generations, it was not a deliberate

misogynistic bias in Native men that made them depict Native women in an

unattractive ligljt. Put in historical perspective, the male bias in

anthropological collecting can be seen simply as reflecting the androcentric

interests.of,Indian men. 1
.

,

I have also sought to emph'asize that td examine the place of women in

Native American societies, one must be willing to dig into the ethnographic
S.

-literature to form a picture of the female in a tribal_setting. They should

notihowever, be pictured as statues "frozen in ecological domains and social

systemsli as D'Arcy McNickle, Blackfoot anthropologist, writes (1970), fors
.

ever unchanging, and unevolving.

Despite these limitations, the role of Native women did not go entirely

. unrecorded, for those early days of anthropologist 4pd Indian interaction,
. . .

when'the ethnologists often validated their interest in Native life ways .
I,

by saying "We came here t, learn" or "We want to record the way you live
SY _ _

so tat your grandchildren will have thiqknowled4 ,"resulted.in data

bel g recorded from which one is able to determine the differential role of

males and females in the "old days." From the varieties of "Studies done on

the Native tribes in Nprth America, one,is'able to ferret out the activities
41c

4
°Men in the "ehhnographic present." If`anthropqogists have done n,pthing

else, they have collected cultural materials which form a basis for cross-

,cultural camparisonp of the women's role in autochthonous societies. There-

fo;e, in spite of all the limitations, deficiencies, and scarcities, it is

to anthropological writings, whatever the quality and nature of the,inter-

14



Action that one must go for information about Native American female proto-

types. As abcounts, these are to be preferred to historical writings for

the latter are often-more 'derogatory and biased than the former concerning

the status and role of the Native American female in North America.

t
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'CHAPTER II

THE NATIVE AMERICAN WO IN ETHNOGRAPC PERSPECTIVE

.1

The task of presenting a comp3ete portrait of,ths Native American woman '

is both awesome and impossible, for no matter what\ispresented, some Natives'

AmeriCan female will state, "But that is not ,true in my tribe. ". Notwithstandv,

ing, this work was not conceived as the definitive portrait of tAe li

. t

American woman, but, rather,as a means by which threader will see

AmerItplan woman as

td prevent people

tijv

Native

a distinctive and viable being. It, was also conceived

from failing into the ethnographic trap of viewing the

, tIta tive Woman's rich, role variations as but more examples of ' "the poor.,

primitive Indianewoman of burdenstrai? and basket, ofbuffalo skin scraper and
1

digging stick:" Previous works which purpeaedix dead, comprehensively with ,

o

Native American women (Terrell and Terrell, 1974; Niethammer, 1977). take

scattered approache'S to the lives of indigenbus women alpl te0 to emphasize

the bizarre asppcts of Native American females and their lifestyles. They

-
fail to accurately depict the world of Indian women; the drudgery, the joys,

the prestige, the status, and the love which accrued to them because of the
.

fulfillment of these roles.' When viewed from this light, one -gains a ,new

appreciation of the Indian female.
1

It is importaht to understand that contemporary Native American women

f al l txibes are as variable and vital ih their respective tribal societies

.

'a.4 they were before the European invasion of their specific tribal homelands.

The dangers of believing -that ethrNraphic accounts of Indian Womelits lives_

\
,

,

duplicate in every way their present lifestyle is:great. itis, needless'
-.....-.\

. :

to say, completely unrealistic to expect personality traits to remains

unchanged. To do so would be to commit, the gross error which is ascribed to

.
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non-Indians, that is, one's comprehension would:be as false as if one believed

- that the Ojibwa still lived in-wigwams. is holds true, also, for those
,

. Indians whospeak.Cf."thd'Indian way" for'it places them in the same category

)

of stereotyping for which they often castigate the non-Indian.

.-On the other hand, there are undoubtedly residual persittences which,

allow Natives to be-Lakota (Sioux), a Seneca, or a Navajo and maintain
.

their own unique,manifestations of tribalness This retention and belief

in one's own tribal ways often forms the, basis for an Indian's own ethno-
.

centrists and his firm intuitive' belief that his own tribe is somehow better

0

than any other tribe. Hallowell's writings reveal this, interesting persistence

Of personality configurations especially among the Ojibwa, who are also

xefeYred to 'as.Chiopewa and, more recently, in their language as Anishinabe

Indians.

Anthropology deals with these factors of cultural change and cultural

persistence, and it is from the study of ethnographic accounts of Native

fift t

American culture,that one-can proceed to,understana vomen's place in their

Native societies..

Of first concern should he the social systems into which tribes are,

, 4 n

organized,' for each.society is composed of people who act in patterned ways.

Interpersonal relationships are more or less organized into a formal kinship

structure, and to understand Native Americans in their respective societies;

it is necessary to understand the distinctive social organizational features

of a Native. group for these accentuate tribal differences, and demongtrate

that the family type, the kinship structure,,also the terminology, and the

marriage preferences are functiondl prerequisites, to insure the smooth

operating of that ciety.

ry
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When looking at:a tribal group, it is of importance that the s?cio-
4

cultural Background of each tribal group be salientian0 cfparly defined. The

appreciation of the culture area concept in this instance is'an adequate
.

. .

.

heuristic device (see map). This device offers a means of placing_a tribe
,

e
i
1,, *-

. \ . .
.

within.a geographic area which gives some indication of-the etOlogical niche
. .

in -which the group did and,does operate, that is, if
;

the tribe. tot
I

forcibly rezpved. A tragic example of this was the removal of the Cher6kee ,

from the Southeast to Oklahoma Indian Territory via the "Trail of Tears."

Because Native American groups did not exist in a vacuum but interacted

in either-a peaceful or warlike manner with other groups of Indians:one-,

becomes aware of adaptations to demographic rand enVIronmental variables.which

resulted from this interaction.. .

.
I.

1

It is also well to know the linguistit stock of the tribal group being
, 4 ,- ' ,

'.' L .. , i N

considered, for much of the culture-world view; the Value imperatives; the

expressive elements in songs, music, mythology, and folklore;.and the colino.

.

:logical and ethical systems, among other things, are transmitted through

language. This information can be extremely helpful although, at the present

time, the prohibition about speaking NatiVestongues had produced a tremendous

variancein linguistic abilities in tribes. A knowledge of a redpecUme

tribe's language has value, if for no other reason than it reveals the.tre-

+:

mendous linguistic variations among the Native tribes. However., language

does not-determine cultural diVergity, And one has only to look at
.
one Lan-

guage stock AthapaskarCtfor example, to determine that. fact. It is also

possible to poi t to the Tlingit in the Northwest Coast culture area, the

Hupa in Californi , the Sarcee on the Northern Plains, and the'Na:vajb and the

Apache in the Southwest.

18.
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The adaptive strategies which allowed Native Americans toosurvive before

the onslaught of zuperimposed and directed change are another important area

which should be examined. This is not to gainsay that change is not continuous

'in most societies but in most instances it was not coerced as it was with

North Amefican Indians. These strategies can be seen in the adoption of

s4ch materials and things as the horse, the gun, the cast iron and brass kettle,

glass beads, the metal awl and thimble, although often-ttles the thimble was

Used as a decorative item. The utilization of such material-items shows a

technologically based selection process which is recorded over and over in

historical andethnograp
.

cal accounts. However, overt acceptances of visual

i
4

items should nlot overshadow the enduring elements which have allowed Native .

-

1

0

lifestyles and world views to femain basically Native.

While All these broader, categories aid in the understanding of Native

American society, &more explicit and particular view is needed to understand

the various roles and statuses which women occupied in they life cycles in

Native cultures. To understand the processes by which females become

functioning member/of these distinct societies, one needs to assess the

categories of "becoming" which produced a female in a particular tribal grdup.

The examination of ceremonial and religious life, combined with other elements

of expressive culture provide a Means to determine the different functions

each Natiye American played, based on gender. World view varies with the

period and time and this is often reflected in the ideals, the assumptions,

the statuses and the expectations of the male and,female. The interplay of

"ideal" as contrasted to "real" culture, the structural organization of the

Native tribe; the type of family and kinship network, the patterns of socializa-

tion or child training practices; the belief 'systems; and the values, explicit

20
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and implicit, of the unique tribal group accounted for the variation in women's

place within each culture. An understanding of these categories is the most

important key which enables one to appreciate and to compare the lives of

2

Native women, both past. and present.

42

It is within this contextual cultural framework that one is able-to-

comprehend the different tribal backgrounds and the exLeedingiy unique features

4
of becOmingneis. Becoming, being, and remaining female are aspects of'social-

.
- --

.,

ization or enculturation which make a female a part of a cultural group and

yet allows her tos.remain,an actualized individual woman.

Learning to be a person is a process of becoming. It is based upon

gender difference and is part of the training practices for children peculiaro
to each tribal' aggregate. iThe very essence of being an Anishinabe (Ojibwa,

Chippewa) , a Dine (Navajo), a Lakota-(Sioux) or any of the other tribes of

North America depended upon the careful nurturing'of personhood in the tribal

group. Processes of becoming, being, transmitting and allOwing alternatives

for. differing from the accepted cultural norm of each tribal group accounted

for the distinctiveness of aboriginal entities. These patterns of life,

With adaptations which permitted cultures to survive in a modified form, can

- be seen in the viable and vibrant cultures of North American tribes today.
. -

Child training practices were mainly within the province of females. It

was through them that the value orientations and the belief systems which

permeate interpersonal relationships were transmitted. It is this area of

social interaction that was guarded jealously. Surprisingly, the, social

sphere of family and kin was one aspect into which members of the dominant

society, .fclE whatever reason, seldom intruded. Those Indians who maintained

their culture within familial spheres were referred to in early days by some

r -21



tribal contemporaries and non-Indians, as "hara core" or "hostiles," "blanket,"

"pagan," and "unreconstructed." Later they were seen as change agents, Indian

agents, missionaries,and teachers. They were, probably to a large degree,

responsible for the living and dittinctive tribal features of each Native

giOup.

One approach to scrutinizing the lives of women has been that such rites

of passage-as birth, menarche, marriage, menopause, and death, can be used

,

as discrete categories. These liminal.points in a female's life are of great

moment, not only to her but to members of her group. The Kinaalda puberty

rite.for Navajo maidens or the nai'es ("preparing her" or "getting her, ready ").

9 . .
.

ceremony for Cibecue Apache female adolescents are dramatic transition, rites

in which the child moves into the speciailized roles of a woman capable of

being fertilizedeand-transformed into a mother who can then become a trans

mitter of her cultural heritage. Female transition rites are often ritualized

and firmly imprints the status change in the,mind of th main participant.

'/'
Another category by which Native women can be examined in their respec-.

tive societies is through the "womea's work" with'which:they have been

, traditionally identified. These roles include: procreating families and trans-
.

mating to them their vale orientations; daily home - keeping chores, economic

pursuits, and performing activities which are specific to, role occupancy such

as ceremonial participant, curer, healer, and'innovator. These are all parts

of -he female's experiences and form a focus to interest women in most non-
.

western. cultures. These present guideposts for appreciation to these diverse

tribal women.

In, looking at these various -- functions of Native women in their societies,

one is better able to answer such questions as: What were the "primitive red

22
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mother's" view of her children? What? were the distinctive views of females
. .

towards males-and vice versa in these pre- contact groups? It is,yital to
t5

makelthe distinction between e pre-contact period. The post- contac period

for the-Dutch, English, French, Spanish, and Russian immigrants impact'd

differentially upon the specific Native societies which they encountered in

the various areas of North America. .This collision of new lifestyles reflected
.

'

the nationaltcharacter of the individual conqueror. What views from this

pre-contact and post- contact time have persisted in contemporary societies?

How has the Christianized view of male and female relationships beeni,flin- )4

cretized in the culture contact situation? How did women relate to 'power,"

that omnipresent supernatural force which is so vital in Native societies,

termed orenda among the'IrAquoian-speakers, wakan among the Siouan speakers,

and manitou amongthe Algonkian speakers? These and other, queries deriving

from the cultural backgrounds of women need critical examination if one is

to fully understInd-their places in life.

LoVe relationships in all its many faceted manifestations provide another

I means by which the Native American woman can be understood. The delicate

dyadic relationships which a female had With her father; her brother ("brother"

might have different connotations within each tribe); her male relatives,

consanguinal and affinal; her lovers; her husband(s); her grandfathers; and

her nephews all add to one's understanding of her place within the. cultural

background of her tribe. and economic features of a culture distin-

guishguish sex roles and,put them into a perspective:vhich enhances the understand-

ing of the roles of women and men.

When presented to show the regulating function ofsuch things, as sororal

/

polygyny in the plains, for example, the, practice is lifted from the bizarre

23
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realm and does, Much to promote cross-cultural understanding. The same can

be said of cross-cousin marriage preference'and the exchange of economic

goods for women in 'certain courtship and marriage expectations. Even an

,exwninatieri of that obverse tide of love, deviance, aids Comprehension. There
.0

is little information in the ethnographic literature about the female,deviant

roleor the rejection-of the feminine ole ns it is defined-by a particular group.

Descriptions of female behavior involving adultery, abortion, incer
.

, divorce,

. .

child abUSe, homosexuality, and just plain laZiness, are neglected. But most

Of-these; with.the possible exceptiOn of child abur:), had a place in Native
,

-.
.,

.AmericAn cultures;,- One needs' to understand =- deviancy in these-societies. What

was the personality configuration of the IrCSquois women'who participated in

1

the various sodalities which allowed dreaming to validate deviant behavior?

How was dreaming actualized in Lakota culture. Was it ,a correlate\to the
o

vision quest of men? How was abortion dealt with among the Cheyenne? How

was a highly sexed or promiscuous woman allowed to gratify her preferences,

if indeed, she was? How was a woman in a sexually permissive society allowed

to reject this standard if, indeed, shewas?

ln alilthis, the distinctive features of a Natiye American women's life

have been stressed. It would, however, be a disservice to Native women not

.to stress the fact that there is a body of common experience which bind all

women,.not just Native women- -together..

24
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CHAPTER III

THE NATIVE AMERICAN WOMAN IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

.]:,.- .

.

i

While Native Atterican men and women have directed their wrath, with
. -

. k
0

I -

.

frequent justification, against anthropologists, historians have not come

into their same deserved share.of condemnation. Anthropologists have tended

to have af direct, face-to-face interaction with indigenous peoples, for

anthropology focuses upon cultures as functioning social systems and strongly
,

emphasizes field work when dealing with cultures outside the Western'European

axpetience. This generally involved being a participant-observer in other

societies in Which them are strong,oral traditions.

History, on the other- hand,- uses an approach which is tied to historio-

graphy and the use of recotddd sources and documentation via the printed Word.

This reliance on the written word tends to make the historian intolerant of

other potential sd'urces of information:" This intolerance Was painfully

apparent when tribal histoiians from "-he Southern"Ute and Nez Perce tribes

presented their views on work in Indian history at the annual.meetifng of the

American Historical Society in 1974. Many distinguished historians reacted

negatively and.patkonizingly to these reports. Some "walked oue'in disdain.

It is thUs, not unexpected, that the historian who depends upon the written

1

document, presents a moreunattractive portrait orthe Indian womanthan doed

the anthropologist' who-has more personalized contacts with, his subject.

The following excerpt is just such an unflattering source which purports

to be, history and from which the historian draws his material. For the,

historian, it would have veracity since it is documented, but for many con-
,

temporary Indian feminists in the Woman's Movement, such accounts suggest a

need for a compensating "herstory."

.25
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Reprinted from The Indian and The White Man, Washburn, Wilcomb E., ed., Garden
_City, New York: Doubleday and Co. Anch49r Books, 1964. Permission to repro-
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e

Document 15

"They Never beyond Retrieving"

' In 1109, John Lawson, gentleman and surveyor, published in
London his:history of North Carolina tinder thetit14 A New Voyage
to Carolina. Two years later, while on a surveying expedition

'.fin the Indian country, he was seized by*the jealous Indians and
'pat to death.. His knowledge and un4erstanding of the Indians is
evident in the following passage concerning the womeh he knew in
his travels among the native villages of-North Carolina-r--The
passage is taken from Lawson's History-of North Carolina: con-
taining the Exact Description and Natural History of that Country,
together with the present state thereof and a,Journal of a Thou-
sand Miles Traveled through several-Nations of-Indians,_givincr-a
Particular AccOUnt-of. their Customs, Manners, etc., taken from
the London edition OYA.T.4, and edited by Frances Latham Harriss,
pp. 194;99- (Richmond, Va.: Garrett & Massie,,,1937, reprinted

1952)..

.. :

) As for the Indian Women which now happen in my Way, when young, and

at Maturity, they are as fine shaped Creatures, (take theM generally,) as
t

, ..;

any in the Universe. They are of a tawny Complexion, their Eyes very brisk

and amorous, their Smiles afford the finest Composure a Face can possess,
awk

their Hands are of the finest Make, with small, long Fingers, and as'soft as

their Cheeks, and their whole Bodies of a smooth Nature. They are not so

uncouth or unlikely as we suppose them, nor are they Stranger or not Pro
.

ficients in the soft Passion. They are, most of them, mercenary, except the

-
,
married Women, who sometimes bestow their Favours also to some or other, in

their Husband's Absence; for which they never ask any Reward. As for the

Report), that they are never found unconstant, like the,Europeans, it is wholly

falser for were the'o?.d World and the new one put into a Pair of Scales (in

.
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f.

point of constancy) it would be a hard Matter to discern which was the heavier.

As -for the Trading Girls, which are those designed to get Money by theilrzil-

Natural Parts, these are,discernable by the Cut of their Hair; their tonsure

differing from,all others, of that (ration, who are not of their Profession,,

which Method is intended to prevent Mistakes; for ale sairages of America are

.!/:

desirous (if possible) to keep their Wives to themselves, as well as those

in other Parts of the World. When any Addresses are made to one of these

Girls,- she immediately acquaints her Parents therewith,and they tell the King,

Of it., (provided he that courts her be a Stranger) his Majesty commonly being

i

the principal Bawd of the Nation he rulespvervand4theidom. being and
.a, . .

- -,_ -,-,' % '-

of these Winchester - Weddings. agreed on without his Royal Consent, He like7.
e,

- 7 1
t -, . 4

wise advises her what Bargain to make, and if.it happens to be 'an Indian
-, .2.

Trader that wants a\Bed-fellow and as got Rum to sell, be sure the King must .

i

4

have a large Dramfora. Fee to confirm the Match. TheseIndians that 4rd

of the o34er sort, when any such Question is put to them, will debate.the

Matte/ amongst themselves with all the Sobriety and Seriousness imaginable,'

every one of the.Girl's Relations arguing the Advantage or Detriment that

may ensue such a Night's Encounter; all which is done with as much Steadiness

and Reality as if it was the greatest Concern in the World, avid not so much'

as one Person shall be seen to smile, so long as the Debate holds,71paking
. le

no Difference betwixt an Agreement of this Nature and a Bargain of, any other.

If they comply with the Men's Desire, then a particular Bed is provided for

them, either in a Cabin -;.by themselVes or else all the young people turn out

to anothei Lodging, that they may not spoil Sport, and-if the old PeOple.

are in the same Cabin along With them all Night, they lie as unconcerned
s .

as if they were so many Logs of Wood. If it be an Indian of their own Town

1
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or Neighborhood, that wants a Mistress, he comes to none but the Girl, who

receives what she thinks fit to ask him, and so lies all Night with him,

4

without the Consent of her Parents.

The Indian Traders are those which travel and abide

for a long'space of time; sometimes for a Year, two, or

have commonly their Indian

keep a Friendship with the

amongst the Indians

three.' These Men

Wives, whereby they
soon-3

learn the Indian Tongue,

Savages; and; beside-the Satisfaction of a She-
,

Bed-Fellow, they find these Indian Girls very, serviceable to them, on Account

of dressing their Victuals, and instructing them in the Affairs and Cusbmns,

-of the Country. Moreover, such a Man gets, a great Trade with the Savages;

for when a Person that lives amongst them, is reserved from the Conversation

of their Women, tis impossible for him ever to accomplish his Designs aMongst.

that People.

But one great Misfortune which often times attends those that converse/

. .

with these Savag Women, is, that they get Children by them, which are sel-

dom educated any otherwiSe than in a State of Infidelity; for it is a' cer-

tain.Rule and Custom, amongst all the Savages of. America, that,,I was ever

acquainted withal, to,letthe Children always fall to the Woman's Lot; for

it often happens, that two Indians that have lived together, as Man and Wife,

in which Time they have had several Children; if they part, and another Man

possess her, all the Children go along with the Mother, and none with the

Father. And therefore, on this Score it :ever seems impossible for the

Christians to get their Children (which they have by these'Indian Women)

away from them; whereby they might bring them up in the Knowledge of the

Christian Principles. Nevertheless, we often find, that English Men, and

Other Europeans that have-been accustomed to the Conversation of these
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Savage Women and their Waof Living, have been,so allured with .that careless

sort of Life, as to be constant to their Indian Wife, and her Relations, so

long as they lived, without ever desiring to return again amongst the English,

although they had very fair 'Opportunities of Advantages amongst their Count..-y-

men; of which sort I have known several.

As for the Indian Marriages, I 11:-.e read and heard of a great deal of

PO= and Ceremony used, which I.never saw;''nor yet could learn in the Time

have been -amongst them, any otherwise'than I shall here give you an Account

of, which is as follows:

When any'young Indian has a Mind for-such a Girl t6 his Wife, he, or

4

some one for him, goes to the young Woman's Parents, if living; if not, to

her nearest Relations, where they make offers=af the Match betwixt the Couple.

TheAtelations reply, they will consider of it; which serves for a sufficient

Answer, till there by a second Meeting about the Marriage, which is generAlly

brought into Debate before all the Relations, (that are old People) on both

Sidps, and sometimes the King, with all his great Men, give their Opinions

therein. If it be agreed on, and the young Womhn approve thereof, (for

these Savages never give their Children in Marriage without their own''Consent)'

1.
4

the Man pays so much for his Wife; ant.; the handsomee she is the greater Price

she bears. Now, it often happens, that the Man has not so much of their

Money ready as he 'to pay.for his Wife; (but if they know him.to be agood

Hunter, and that he car, raise the Sum agreed for, in some few Moans, A any

little time they agree, she shall go along with him as betrothed, but he is

not to have any Knowledge of her till the utmost Payment is disCharged;

all' which is punctually observed. Thus they lie together under one Covering

for several Months, and-the Woman remains the same as she was when she first
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-came to him. I doubt our Europeans would be at to break this Custom,'but

the Indian Men are not so vigorous and impatient in'their Love as we are._'

Yet the Women are quite contrary; and those Indian Girls that have conversed

,with the English and other Europeans, never care for the Conversation Of

their own Countrymeh afterwards.

.
They never marry so near as a first Cousin, and altho gh there is nothing,

more coveted amongst them than to marry a Woman of theii czar, Nation, yet

when the Nation consists of a very few People, (as nowadays, it often happens)

so that they are all of them related to one another, then they look out for

.-Husbands and Wlves amongst Strangers. For if an Indian lies with his Sister,''

or any vary near Relation, his Body is burnt,and.hiS Ashes thrown into the

River, asunworthy to remain on Earth; yet an Indian is allowed to marry
7.-

two Sisters,- or his Brother's Wife, Although these People are called Savages,

yet Sodomy is never heard of amongst them, and they are so far from the

P5actice of that beastly and loathsome'Sin, that they have ho Name, fOr it in

their Language.

The Marriages of these Indians are no farther bihding than the-Mari And

Woman agree Together. Either of them, haS Liberty to leave the other upon any

frivous Excuse they can make, yet whosoever takes the Woman that was another

tan's before, and bought by him, as they all are, must certainly pay to'her

formerHusband whatsoever he gave for her. Nay, if she be a Widow, and her.

Husband died in Debt, whosoever takes her to Wife pay's all her Husband's
(-

.Obligations, though never so many: yet the Woman is not required to pay any-

thing, (unless, she is willing) that was owing from her Husband, so long as

she keeps Single. But if .a Man courts her for a Nitjht's Lodging and ohtaind

it, the Creditors will make him pay her Husband's Debts, and he may, if he
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will.tke her for his Money, or sell her to another for his Wife: I have

seen several of thesp Bargains driven in a day; for you may see Men selling

their Wives as Men do Horses in a Fair, a Man being allowed not only to

'
change'as often as he pleases, but likewise to have as many Wives as he istt"
able to maintain. a have often seen that very Old Indian Men, (that have

been Grandeeg'in their Own-Nation) have had.three or four very likely young

Indian Wiv s, 'which I have much wondered at, because, to me, they seemed

incapacitated to make good'Use of one ofthem.

The young Men will go in the Night from' one House to another to visit

the young Women,. in which sort of Rambles they will spend the:whole Night.

.

In their Addresseg they fiLd no Delays, for if she is willing to entertain

the Man, she gives him Encouragement and grants him Admittande; vi.herwise

f .

she withdraws her Face from hii, and says, I cannot seerYou, either you or

must leave this Cabin and sleep somewhere else this Night.

They are never to boast of their Intrigues with the Women. If. they do,

none of the Girls value them ever after, or admit of.thei: Company in their

Beds. This proceeds not on the score of Reputation, for there is no such

s.

thing, (on that account) known amongst them;.and althoughwe may reckon them

atheegreatest Libertines and must extravagant in ,leir Embraces, yet they
yi

, :

retain and possess a Modesty that requires those Passions hevers to be divulged:

The Trading Girls, after they have led tat Course of Life, for several
, .

Years, in .which time they scarce ever have a Child; (for they have an Art to

destroy the Conception, and she that brings a Child in this Station, is

accounted a Fool,'and her Reputation is lessened thereby)) at last they grow

weary of so 1...ny, and betake themselves to a married State, or to the Company
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of one Man; neither does their having been common to so many any Wise lessen

their Fortunes,'but rather augment them.

The Woman is riot punished for Adultery, but tis the Man thatsmakes the

injured Person Satisfaction, which is the Law of Nations practised amongst

them all; and he that s,rives tc evade such Satisfaction as the Husband

demands, lives daily in Danger of his Life; yet when discharged, all Animosity

is laid aside, and the Cuckold is very well pleased with his Bargain, whilst
.

the Rival is laughed at by the whole Nation, for carrying on his intrigue

with no better Conduct, than to be discovered and pc.; so dear for his Pleasure.

The Indians say, that the Woman is a weak Creature, and easily drawn

away by the Man's Persuasion; for which Reagon, they lay no Blame upon her,
.

but the Man (that ought to be Master of his Passion) for persuading her to

it.

They are of a very hale Constitution; their breaths are as Sweet as

the Air they breathe in, and'the Woman seems to be of that
)
tender Composition,

as 3,f they were designed rather for the Bed than Bondage. Yet their Love

is never of that Force and Continuance, that any of them ever runs Mad, or

makes av(ay with themselves or t.at score. They never love, beyond Retrieving

their first Indifferency, and when alighted, are. as ready to untie the Knot

at one end, as. you are -it the other.

Yet I knew an European Man that had a Child or two by one of these

Indian Women, and afterwards married a Christian, after\which he came to pass

away a Night with his Indian Mistress; but she made Answer that sne then had

forgot she ever knew him, and that she never lay with another Woman's Husband,

so fell/ a crying and took up the Child she Had by him, and wet* out of the

_Cabin (away from him; in great Disorder,
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This degrading and derogatory view of Indian women can be seen repeatedly

in historical accounts. Exploitation of Indian women by "men of the frontier"

is shown frequently it such historical, narratives. This is particularly true

of books such as O'Meara's Daughters of(rthe Country (1968). This book popu-

larizes and perpetuates the sensatkozal aspects of intimacy betweea Native

women and Euro-American men, and in some cases African.men, on .the North

American frontier. It can be compared to the popular novel, The Man Who Loved

-

Cat Dancing by Marilyn Durham (1972) which subsequently became a movie:

Undeniably economic,

and Natiye women occurred

and profitable. This c--
N

account of Oglethorpe ana

sexual, and social interchanges tetweea White men

. These interactions were for both groups prevalent
s.s

be seen in a-famowhistorian's,

interaction with the Creeks.

"'Farther south, Georgia's early Indian relations were relatively
painless owing to Oglethorpe's prestige with the Creeks. Recog-
.nrzing the power of this tribe he courted their favor through Mary,
a half-blood Creek woman who married successively a South Carolina
trader, a Georgia militia officer, and a'former Indian agent turned
cleric.' All of Mary's "..usbands, as well as Oglethorpe, profited
from lary's relation to the head of the Crpek nation. These white

s -

me were not the first, nor the last, to use Indian marriages to
fur her their economic and political objectives. Sentiment may
shave played a role in these connections, but it is interesting to
note that white men usually c-sntracted such liaisons with only close
relatives of tribal leaders." (AmericanTndians, 1961)

e

The time period to which Hagen refers is around the 1750's and is in an

area which is not commonly identified as "Indian Country."*

Historically, the trappers and traders who had social interchange with

Indian females were lfabeled with the heinous terms of "squaw" and "squaw man."

"Squaw" was a term derived fromothe Algonkian language, spoken in the

*
The removal of the Five Civilized Tribes separated the original inhabi-

tants from their country. This it'dften the case when one reads of the Indians.
east of the Mississip :i River. Most people think of it as being devoid of
Indian peoples.
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Northeastern parts of the continent; these derogatory terms, however, were

used throughout the continent' and persist,in the present time.

It is an extremely rare historical account whic:.,gives a favorabie or

extensive view of the Native American woman or her role in her respective

-tribe. Historians even more than anthropologists haVp tended to focus on

the bazarre and the spectacular in their accounts of Native American women.
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CHAPTER IV
, .

THE PLAIN'S NATIVE AMERICAN WOMAN
. .

A, .
z

When describing a male, Plains Indian, a generally attractive image is:
. .

drawn of a tall, pandsome, bronzed person possessed-of an imposing stoic
,..

-z . ....

demeanor an aquiline nose, and high cheek bones. This person is seen Attired

in fringed white buckskin clothes and bededked in a feathered head -dress of 1

eagle feathers-to denbte his coups in-battle or horse-stealing. His Counter-

part, the Plains Indian female,_ however, is not described in such generous

terms.

L. Adamson Hoebel, a male anthropologist who did his field work among,'",
.

the Northern Cheyenne Indians in Montana in the early 1930's, is a prominent

except7Im to the rule that anthropologistsdepicted-Indian women negatively.

His work presents a balanced view of the Male and female relationships in a

Native culture, a balance which is to be understood as explicit and implicit
r,

sin Indian societies.

"The Cheyenne Indians'or Tistsistas, meaning "The People" are one
of the most notable, of the western tribes who inhabited the Great
Plains, the open country lying west of-the Mississippi and east .

'of, the Rocky Mountains. They were famous among early travelers
for the chastity Of their women and the courage of their warriors;,
in later years, when everything was in change, they were considered
the most conservative of the Plains Indians. Their attitudes toward
sex and war, and toward the maintainence of their social order are
the,most outstanding features of their way of life." (Hoebel, 1960)

.

The Hoebel monograph is posed,in the `'ethnographic present," that is, the

opening cultural system previous to the changes wrought by contact with various

European civilizatiods. Hoebel's contribution concbrning feminine roles,

status, and prestige provides an excellent background for Michelson's The

Narrative bf a SoUthern Cheyenne Woman and Stands in Timber's statements con-
e

e
.

berning%the changing status of women. It merits inclusion for,it,does much to

counter the anthropological reporting of the "Native woman as drudge:"
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Since'each tribe in North America reflected, to some extent, the life

styles of their European conqueror, it is helpful to attemptto reconstruct

the dynamic character of the Native,societies prior to this time of contact,

whibh was different for each tribe. This gives abasis.for a life style and

an ethos which, though not operative
,
in the present day, o ffers a ground plan

.
.

,
t .

, .

for ongoing systems of human behaviors, values, language, and
0
kinship systems

which account for the unique character of contemporary tribal entities. An

account, of Native cultures gives'a basis for cross-cultural comparisOns and

analyses of sex roles in diverse groupings of contemporary tribes.

Hpebel, in the selection, allow's us to see the various stages of the

enculturational process whereby a Tistsistas child becomes a Cheyenne. The

time period is roughly _1840-60. This section dwells'on world view and per-

sonality structure and leadS to discussions of the present-day Cheyenne and

Other Indians. This written account cairbe compared to oral history accounts

of present-day societies in order to contrast the social changes in sex roles

andthe imp45 of Christianity and "civilization' on Native cultures.

,

Reprinted from The Cheyennes': Indians of the Great Plains, E. Adamson
Hoebel, New York, New York: 'Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960. Pe mission.

i/
to reproduce this copyrigited material has been gtanted by Holt, Rinehart-,
and Winston to ERIC arid organizations operating under agreements with the
National Institute of EducatiOn, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

\ Welfare. Further reproduction outside the ERIC system reqUires permission
of the copyright owner.

- ,....

Reserved and Dignified, the adult Cheyenne male moves with a quiet sense

. \

-of self-assurance. He speaks fluently, but never carelessly. He is careful

of the sensibilities of others andis kindly and generous. He is slow to

anger and strives to suppress his,feelings, if aggravated. Vigorous on the

hunt and in war, he prizes the active life. Tow1 ards enemies he feels no
. -



merciful compu nctions, and the more aggressive he is, the better. He is well

versed in ritual knowledge:' He is neither flight/ nor dour. Usua y quiet,

. 66
he has a lightly displayed sense of humor. He is sexually repressed and,

masochistic, but that masochism is expressed in culturally approveu rites.

He does not show much Creative imagination in artistic expression, but he has

a firm griponreality. Heideals with the problems of life in set-waykwhile

at the same time showing a notable capacity to4feadjust to new cirdumstances.

His thinking is rationalistic to a high: degree -and yet colored with mysticism.

His ego is strong and not easil,threatened. His superego, as manifest in
.

his strong' social conscience and mastery of his besie impulses, is powerful

and dominating. Ile is "mature"--serene and oomposed, secure in his social

position, capable of' warm social relapong. He hasipowerful anxieties, but

these are channeled into institutionalized modes of collective expression with

satisfactory results. He exhibits few neurotic tendencies.

Thetypical.grown-up Cheyenne woman exhibits much the same constellatisn(
,

of traits.. Not having the direct outlet for aiggre§sive 'impulses that men find
.

.

in war, she-is touchier in domestic relations and apt to be 4 bit willful

within her family. Grinnell calls her "masterful.," She is more artistically

creative than the maie,.but still within prescribed limits. She is equally

repressed sexually but manifests less compensatory behavior in masochism and

t

.aggression against enemies--although both tese traits are discernible in her.

iihemolding of the adult, of.Course, begins in infancy. Cheyenne chil-
i

dren av?. highly valued by their parents and by,the tribe. From the outset,'

their lives are made as comfortable as is possible. They are strictly taught

and steadily but gently molded toward the Cheyenne ideal in avatmos*er of
lo

el
love and nterest. The Cheyenne child is rarely physically pur nished, and we

a '
r
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have seen how daughters may react in suicide if their mothers are overly

harsh or vindictive after they have grown up.

Birth is attended to by the female relatives of the mother assisted by

4

some. knowledgeable old midwives. A special birth 1 .is sometimes raised,

Although most births take place in the home tipi.,'The mother 4n Labor does

.not lie imbed but kneels on ahay-covered robe before a stout frame of pores

set firmly in the ground. She seizes a vertical pole and is-embraced from the

front b amidwife, who braces her own back against the framework. Another

midwife receives the baby and removes it from thetrear.

As soon as the baby is borri, the mother's uvula is tickled to make her

gag, thus forcing out fhe placenta, which is wrapped in a bundle and hung out

'

. .
.

4 in a tre'e. The baby's umbilical cord is cut, tied, ansalVed. When it

'finally drops off, it is carefully saved by the mother, dried, and sewed into

a little bucl...skin bag to be kept by the child until he grows up, perhaps well

into adulthood. According toithe Cheyenne, the navel corrtains so f the.

essence of a child's'personality, and the child who does not care.for his

umbilical will be disobedient and bad. Except, for this belief,'there is little

of the mystical in Cheyenrie birth practices. Mothers, it is true, must observe

a few minor prenatal tabus, and a medicine man may be engaged to sing during

the Sirth, but the general tenor of the whole proceeding is one of practical

obstetrics. The ,father may not ente.: the tipi until after the baby is borni-- 1,1

but he is.busy with practical tasks outside, keeping the fire going and helping:::

''the woman who is cooking 4 meal for the birth attendarlits. He engages in no

magic, observed no special tabus, nor engages in anything resembling the

cotivade. Nor is the motherritually isolated after giving birth. She rests

in the ti}pi for four days, it is true, and during this time her child is
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set-nursed, but the idea behind this practice is that she needs rest to,

regain her strength. There are no purificatory rItes before she or her baby

Wray, rejoin the so'ciety.

Newborn babies are gently greased, powdered, and wrapped in soft robes,

If the weather is cold, they are carried in the mother's arms for warmth and

comfort. Cheyenne mothers usethe cradleboard--a wooden frame carried On

the mother's back and on which is a laced -up animjal-skin "cocoon" in which,

the infant is tightly bound like a mummy.. The baby,isordinarily not put on/.

the cradleboard untilpsome weeks after its birth. The advantage of its use is

that the mother may go about her work. with an. assurance that her baby will
.

not get into trouble. If traveling, or watching a dance or ceremony, she

carries the board like a knapsack; when working in the lodge, she hangs itA..._ ____ _
4 P

upright from one of the lodge poles; when working outside the lodge, she leans

it against the rodge covering. Although the infant is tightly confined when

tieclan the cradleboard, this does not - retard its development in learning to

walk o;rin other phases of growth. It must early learn quiet patience, how-

ever. C ying is not tolerated. The Cheyennes say this is because a squalling

baby might give away the camp position at night when enemy raiders are seeking

it, for an attack: On a deeper /evel, however, th'e Cheyennes abhor anyone

forcing his will upon others by self-diiplay, and this behavior principle must

0
be learned from the outset. Crying babies are not scolded, slapped, or

4
threatened. They are simply taken out on the cradleboard away from, the camp

an into the brush where they are hung on a bush. There the squalling infant
b .

is left alone until it cries itself out,. A few such experiences indelibly

teach it that bawling brings not reward but complete and total rejection and

the loss of all social contacts. On the other hand, the good halt, is cuddled
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and constantly loved. When not on the board it is rocked in the arms of its

mother or grandmother and soothed with lullabies. It is nursed whenever it

shOws a desire (ielf-demand feeding).
Ir

AS the infant gets a little older, it is more often carried about on'its

mother's back in `a blanket sling rather than

projects about her 'shoulders; ithears and se

-

1i,
the cradleboard. Its head

es all she dos; it shares the

wardth of her body and feels the movements of h

passed over the mother's shoulder; it even sleeps

er.muscles; it receives food.

about her household tasks. It is enveloped in wa

_on her back as she goes

, movement, and affec-

tionate attention. Its body 1.6 gently'Soothed with medicated ointments and

soft vegetable ointments. Its early years are full of
l°

adult-given greifica-

tion.. Its frustrations mudt, however, be quickly intern alized, for the alterna-

tive-is isolation in the brush. This is the first lesson learned, and it must

.' .
be rememberediat.all times; it pervadpscCheyenne life. Children-are to be

loppapiamt,
. .

quiet and respectful in the presence of elders. The learne9 have much to
1

offer, and * at one acauires il, wisdom about the Cheyenne way one acquires

\-..

through earning taught by those who know the way. Cheyenne relations between

younger and elder are thus the relations of pupils and teachers- -aid pupils

must be, deferential.

On the basissof this well-established relationship, Cheyenne children .are

-f
`continuoulay exhorted by thtir elders: "Be brave, be hopest, be virtuous, be

industrious, be generous, do not quarrel! If you'd° not do these things,

people will talk about you in the camp; they will'not respect you; you will

be shamed. If you listen to this advice ycit will grow up to be a good n or

woman, and you will amount to something." The values of the Cheyenne are

made explicit in a steady stream of sermonizing that' expostulates *hat is deeply

J
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woven into everyday life. The values are reinforced by many explicit mecha-

nisms of public and family approval.

A child does not have to wait until he is grown up to be able to practice

1

what is preached and to experience the satisfaction of gerformance. Cheyenne

children are little replicas of their elders in interests and deed. Children

begin to learn adult activities and practice them in play at incredibly early
.

'ages. Boys learn eo ride almost as soon as they learn to walk, girls soon

after. At two or three, they ride.ith their mothers, and by the time they

are five or six, little boys are riding bareback on their own colts and

Mastering the use of.the lasso. By seven or eight, they help with the herding

of the camp's horses. Little girls, as soon as they can toddle,, follow their

mothers to gather wood and bring in water, the mothers patiently helping them .

with their pint-siied burdens. Boys aet small, but good quality, bows,and

arrows as soon as they can effectively learn to use them. As Grinnell observed,

In their hunting, these tiny-urchins displayed immense caution and
patience, creeping stealthily about through the underbush of the

'river bottom, or among the sagebrush on the prairie....The care
with which they twisted and wound in and out of cover when approaching
the gam, taking advantage of every inequality in the ground, of the
brush, and of the cluwps of ryegrass, was precisely what they would -

have to practice when hunting in later life. (Grinnell 1923:T:115)

Until they are twelve or thirteen, when they are ready for real hunting

and their first war`- expeditions, the boys join with the girls at "play camp."

The girls have'small tipis,,made for them by their mothers. The boys choose

older girls to be their mothers; the smallest children are usad as babies,

and the routine of full family life is mimicked throughout the day, The boys

catch fish and bring in birds and rabbits for their food. They cannot kill

real bliffalo, but they have great fun with imitation buffalo surrounds. The
4

boys who are the make-believe buffalo carry 4 prickly pear oh a stick to

represent the buffalo's hornsand heart. They go out first to "graze." Other
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boys, mounted on sticks, ride out to surround them and charge'in with their

bows and blunt arrows for the,"kill." An arrow in the- center of, the prickly

peak brings down the game; if it is off the center, the Mull" is only

wounded and turns and chargeS to give the unskilled hunter a swat on his rear

end with the spiny cactus. War is also played with faithful mimi'ry of the

real thing, including the dismantling of the "Camp" by the girls, who flee to

safety with their "children", and belongings while their "men" try to stave

off the enemy. In the.play associated with the children's camps (which,

incidentally, they call "large play" in contrast to small girls' and boys'

play with dolls and toy bows and arrows, which is called "'small play")..hey

even put on Sun Dances. Some of the boys may pierce themselves with cactus

thorns and drag chunks of wood, calling them buffalo skulls'.

A boy's Eirst real hunt and war party comes early id life--at twelve-o

I

thirteen. His first buffalo kill is rewarded with great publiC recogniti*,

if his family can afford it. His father calls out the news for all in the,.

cmp to hear, and he announces that he is giving a good horse--eVen his best.

one--to some poor man, in honor of the event. This.man4ets On the horse to

=ride all around the camp, singing a song inpraise of the boy. The youngster's

mother may get up a feast, to which the father publicly invites a number of

poor people to share in the family's good fortune: Gifts of blankets and other

valuables may be distributed at the end of the feast. The same thing is done

when a boy comes home from his first war party.

'It is easy to imagine the sense of glowing pride of the young teen-ager

who gets such attention on his first manly Successes. Cheyenne you ty' have

little reason to be rebels-without-cause. They slip early into manhood, know-

..

ing their contributions are ithmediately wanted, valued, and ostentatiously
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rewarded. In the family response we see also the signalizing of Cheyenne

social consciousness. Some families do better than others, winning more goods

P. and more prestige, but what they have is shared with those who are less able

and more luckless. The boy and his parents get tremendous eirgredfipation:

at the same time, however, they must think of others. Here,.too, we see -

revealed the Cheyenne attitude toward wealth., It is not to. be hoarded or to

be self-consumed. ,,StInginess and mjserliness are un-Cheyenne. Its value

derives from its being given away. Chiefs, who are the greatest exemplars of

Cheyenne virtures, are the. greatest givers. Note also, tha, the Che nnes

ti

do not expect an,equal return in gifts, except in marriage exchanges; nor is
0

there anything comparable to the Northwest Coast Indian potlatch with its

competitive rivalries. Cheyenne boys learn to become highly competitive in

the skills of hunt and war. Theyare rewarded with great individual piestige ,

for successful performance, but the fact is also impressed upon them that ;

they fight for the .benefit of the tribe, "to protect the pfople," and that.

the fruits of thbunt are to be widely shared.

It iS also important to observe that there are no initiation or puberty

rites for boys in Cheyenne culture. Cheyenne children accvire,full adult

status by performance, without the necessity of undergoing hazing by the old

men or any other form of rite de passage. This fact is illustrated in the

timing of the pierding of the ears (pierCed ears hold the rings with which the

Cheyennes are so fond of adorning themselves). In many,parts of the world this

event would be part f the puberty ceremonies, And the privilege of wearing

the decorations would be .an indication of adult status. No, so, with the

Cheyennes: ears are ceremonially pierced. at the ages of three to six, the

action being performed on occasion of the tribal ceremonial gatherings. The

ri

,
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honored man who is to pier-e a child's ears'is sent for by the father through

u

the medium of a crier, who makes-the announcement to all the camp. The eat-

piercer counts coup, performs his task, and receives a munificent present of

horses or other,goods.

One might say that if there is any initiation for the Cheyenne boy, it,
,t

takes place on his first warpath.
J

in all ways the journey was made easy for th . Yet when the
moment came to fight, they were,given every oppor unity to distin-
.guish therthelves....While such little-boys did not often accomplish
-any great feat, Yet sometimes they did so, and-returned to the village
covered with glory, to the unspeakable delight and pride of their
families, and to be objects of respect and admiration to their less
ambitious and energetic playfellows. (Grinnell 1923:1, 122-123),

Such,a boy receive -w name, chosen from among those belonging to his.

family's most outs ding edecessors. He is now, indeed, a full-fledged

adult.

For the Cheyenne girl, one the othet hand, there is a clear-cut transition

rite. Before the time of her'menses, however, she, like the boy, receives

continuous encouragement and family rewards for her achievements. My own

Cheyenne informant, Calf Womah, was seven when her mother started her qn her

first robe quilling. When she had finished it'and pladed it over her little

baby niece as a present, her grown-up brother said, "Well, I shall have to

give her a present to keep her up. She will learn to expect things for her

efforts." And he gave her a pony.' Later, when,a baby girl was born to her

.-
bro"ter, Calf Woman beaded a cradleboardefor the infant.- Her brother gave

her a mare.

The firpt menstruation of a girl is a great event. She has entered

womanhood, and her father calls the news to the entire damp from beside his

lodge door. If wealthy in horses, he gives one away to pignalize the occasion.'
f
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Like other Indians, the Cheyennes nonetheless consider menstrual blood to be

defiling and inimical to the virility, of males and to their supernatural

powers. The girl therefor'= retires to an isolati-sn, or moon, but so that

there will be no danger of her polluting her father!s or brothers' sacred.,

paraphernalia. Before going, however, she lets down her hair,)Dathes, and

has her body painted all over in red by her older woman relatives. She takes

a ceremonial incense purification jUst before she goes into the hut, where

s' remains four days with her grandmother, who looks after her and adVises

her ,. womanly conduct. At the end of the period, she is again smudged com-

pletely to purify her for reentry into social life. Until renarche, all

Cheyenne women leave their tip.s for the moon lodge, but only unmarried girls

must go througL he purification each time.

After her first menses, each girl receives he chastity be}' 'rom her

mother. wears it.constantly until married. Even after marriage she wears

,

it whenever her husband is away at lehir'or on the hunt. ,She wears it whenever

she gees away from her lodge to gather wood or water. For any man other than

her-husband to touch it is a private'deljet of the first magnitude. In one

case, a, man was nearly stoned to death by the g,,t1.and her Mother iii a .iur-

prise ambush. The least that the miscreant may expect is'that the girt's

female relatives will charge his camp and destroy it. In the ore case in

which this actually. happened, the parents of the guilty boy made no resistance.

Individual assaults with intent to rape are nonexistent amona the Chey-

enna--except for the case of Bear Rope, who assaulted his daughter. She

disemboweled him with a knife while protecting her virtue. The Arrows 'Were

renewed for Bear Ropd's death, bust the daughter. was not exiled, for her

parricide was justified.
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The sexual repression and self-control of the Cheyennes have been suf-
.

ficiently noted in, our previous discussions. Its harmless aggressive outlet

in the men's attacks on t'..e root dig,.:!rs )een described. Its masochistic

expression in the self-aggression of Sun Dance torture and self-sacr.ifice of

flesh and fingers has been detailed. :in only one institutionalized practice

' within the tribe are the floodgates opened to'nclease all the pent-up, sub-

conscious, frustration -bred sexual aggression of the males. This is supposed

totake place when a-woman is flagrantly adulterous. In the four cases which

we were able to-record (Llewellyn and Fioebel 1941:202 0) the triggering

events were desertion, simple adultery, and refusal to enter into a sororate

marriage-,--all exasperating actions by strong willed women toward men who

clailned a husband's rights. The response is to "put a wcsa.Qon the prairie,''

called noha's3w3stan (literally "any man's wife"). The outraged husband

invites all the unmarried members of his military 'society (excepting his

wife's relatives) to a feast onLthe prairie. There the woman is raped by

each of them in turn. Big Footed Woman was forced into intercourse forty

or mor` of her husband's confreres when g 17, -ng wife. She survived it and

Jived to--be a hundned, but no one ever '11c...tried her afterwardt. Tassel Woman

was.nearly dead when she was rescued by Blue Wing and his wife. The right of

a husband to give his wife to his soldier "brothers" is not denied,'yet it is

a formal right that the Cheyennes in fact cannot accept with equanimity.

two cases, the brothers and father of the woman went forth to -...tack the s le

soldier band, threatening to shoot to kill regardless of the ban on murder.

The soldiers scattered and kept out of their way. rh the case of Little Sea

Shell, the girl fled to the wifeof the Keeper of the Holy Hat, for the band

was on the march and the Hat Keeper's wife had the Buifalo Hat Bundle on her

. 1J
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back at the time. The lodge of the Hat Keeper is an asylum in which even an

enemy raider may find sanctuary. If he can get to the Holy Hat Lodge, he is

immune and will be escorted. safely out of Cheyenne country. In this instance,, A

the Hat Keeper's wife made a symbolic lodge by putting her arms about Little

Sea Shell while holding a stick associated with the Hat Bundle. Her quick

thinking saved the girl.

Men who have participated in a gang rape are not proud of it. The women

in the camps taunt them, and.they do not defend themselves; they just hang

their heads and walk 'ay. Clearly, the deed runs counter to dominant Chey-

enne values. We sur ..t that the right of the husband to do this to his wife

is very old and may have some sacred significance. Grinnell_mentions that

just before the great fight with the Pawnees and Potawatomi,dn 1853, Long

Chin teas putting on the Holy gat to Wear in the battle when theichin strap

broke. This was very bad luck, pot° counteract it Long Chin "publicly pledged

himself to give a woman to be passed on the prairie" (Grinnell 1915:88).

The deed may originally have had some of the quality of the action in which

the wife of a F1,edger of one of the great ceremonies is offered to the High

Priest or Instructor. In any event, the practice is an anomaly in terms. of

Cheyenne ideals, but understandable in terms of psycho4namics.

According to formal belief, any W -An who has been four times divorced

becomes a "free woman"--any man's game. Although the e is no memory of thi4

ever having happened, one of the four Virgins of the Elk Soldiers was once

put on this footihi because she had lost her virginity before marriage. The

Elks out her hair and turned her loose, publicly disgraced. No man would

marry her, although many went to her for intercourse. She was really a kind

of outlaw--like the banished Sticks-Zyerything-Under-His-Belt. But, like
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him, she was rehabilitated and reinstated in the tribe by a Sun Dance pledged

in her honor, Sometime around 1865. In the Sun Dance, the priest prayed to

Maiyun to give her a new life, and when it was over, the Pledger married her.

Like the earth, she was renewed, and she lived faultlessly with her husband

'for many years.

Finally, the inversion of Cheyenne personality in the Contraries needs

to be examined in, the present context, It will be remembered that a small

handful of men reject the male warrior role by. becoming transvestites. Others,

the Contraries, overdo the warrior role in an institutionalized form of

pathological exaggeration. The first important fact is that the Contraries

may not marry. If they do, they must give up their lances and behave like
%

normal people. The second fact is that the Contraries court death with extreme

recklessness in battle; their lances give them ';great luck," however, and they

are hard to kill. We put these,p/o facts together and suggest the following:

the Contraries, like the Halfmen-halfwomen, are neurotically anxious about

sex relations and their own virility. Whereas, the Halfmen halfwomen find

their refuge intotd1 rejection of male sexuality, the Contraries seek valida-
p

tion in an exaggerated male rejection of fiterosexuality.

The symbol of the Confrary is the Thunder Bow, a special bow decorated

withthagic feathers and bearing a lancehead on one end. An ordinary lance

is a perfectly good weapon that may or may not bE. endowed with sexual symbolism:

The Thunder Bow is not a weapon, however. It is carried in battle, but it is

used only to count coup. It is significant that is point may not touch the

earth--thlrbearer of life, the essence of femininity. Symbolically, the Thun-

:

der BoW suggests the male sex organ tied and restrained.
0. .

Two furthers facts that demonstrate the se4ual implications cf thi's status

are, first, that a C trary'may never sit, or lie upon a bed dAd, second,, that
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aman.becomes a Contrary because "he is afraid of thunder and lightning."

He dreams thgt'heAmutt become a Contrary and that this will cure him of his

anxiety. The Thunder-bird,, from whom theoContraries' great supernatural

power comes, is a male figure.

In his rejection of heterosexuality, the Contrary rejects normal social.

r0..Ations. He must live alone, apart from all the camp. WhateverThe does

in social relations he doesbackwards. Ask him to do one thing and'he will

do its opposite.. Even iribattle, he cannot charge with the other warriors at

his side, or ia front' or behind him. He muse be off .on the flanks, alone..-:

When he holds his Thunder Bow in his right hand, he may not retreat.

The Contrary,,then, is the Cheyenne warrior male with a monomania for

what Might be called military virility. For this, he is highly respected--
. -

and pitied. The Cheyennes say it is a fearsome and difficult thing to ,be a

Contrary, an almost unbearable burden. Contrariness may be seen as providing

a customary outlet through which extreme cases of anxiety are turned construc-

tively to the social benefit of a warrior nation. Yet, if it were allowed
as

to spread throughout the s ciety, it would rend the social fabric. This threat

is masteted by limiting .the number of Contrgries to two or three. A man_may

4
become a Contrary only by purchasing the Thunder Bow and power of one who is

Already a Contrary.. The seller is then released of his obligations and may

. marry and return to normal life.

In sunning up this study of the Cheyennes, the following points must

be mentioned. The Che,annes stand out among the nomadic Indians of the Plains

for thL.: dignity, Chastity, steadfast courage, and tightly structured/ yet

flexible, vial organization.' Never a large tribe, they have held their own

with outstanding success. They have come'to terms with their envirpnment and
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with' themselves. They are exceedingly. rabional d skilled in cultural adapta-
4

tion through felicitous social inventiveness and manipulation. MAN:high deep

down they are beset with anxieties, their anxieties are institutionally 'con-

. 1
trolled. Their adaptation to the Plains wal of life was sudden,and rapid. In

this situation of flux they have faced three great' threats: famirie, enemies,

and internal disruptiou. They ward off famine with carefully police-controlled

group hunting, abetted by occasional supernaturally directed group hunts, and

they constantly re'ssure themselves by tribal World Renewal ceremonies. They

hold off their enemies by exaltaiitin of the military life combined with a

system of firm alliances with Selefted neighboring tribes. They counter the

forc4 of internal disruption (i part engendered by the training and values

necessary to successful war making) by repression of sex, by vesting authority

. . 0 ,
in those who are learned,.by organized government and removal of tribal chiefs

.
from status competition, by ..isis;on altruism, by,banishment of murderers;

...

and by reinforcement of tribal unity through the great tribal ceremonies.

,Reasonable effective mechanisms for intrasocietal release of aggroasive tensions

are provided in mock battles between men and women, in a variety of competitive

games, in self-torture, and ip institutionalized,role transfers for a few of

the men.
t"

This selection,' written by a male anthropologist, shows great insight into

the different socialization processes and the internalization of appropriate

-sex rol?s in a Pl in's Indian society. Views of sexualiity, symbolic acts, and

modes.of reprisal upon transgressing members of Cheyenne society are shown.

Deviancy is another sid6 of sexuality. .which had its function in Native

American society. Deviahcy was and is important in Native life and should be.

understood within the cultural context of each society. Male homosexuals have
.
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beeriridiculed by many contemporary Native-Americans. This scorn' presupposes

th4-therewerenone in aboriginal societies. Inder, some Native American

females 1..ave been heard to say that this'plienomenon is a feature of the advent

of the Eurdpeanb. Ethnogphic data offers evidence to the contrary. Deviants

not only existedbutthey had honored roles. Native" homoe5cuals were called

berdache, a term first uSed by the French When describing this Phenomenon in

North. America. Anothet term was hemaneh or Haffman-halfwoman, as deviants

were calledby the Cheyenne. They were not necessarily a product of male'

dominant or warrior societies as it has been implies:. Matilda Stevenson

reports of We=wha, z 7ansvestite in
_
the Zurii-i&Eietyi which is matr3lineally

organized. These .people were highly regaided as can be seen in Hoebel's

account of them.

"The transvestites are male homosexuals who wear women's clothes
-and often serve as second wives' in a married man's household. ...,
They are all doctors and, highly respected. War parties like to
have Halfmen-Halfwomen along, not only for their medical skill A

but because they are socially graceful and entertaining. Young
people like them,,becanse they possess the most powerfu'of all
love medicines. A suitor who is able to yet their.help is for7
tunate indeed, for ro girl cal. resist the pow-r of their potions.
They are especially sought out as intermediaries to lead Oe gift
.laden horses to a girl's household when a marriage propo4a1 is being.
made. Thesepeople, through sexual-sublimation, with their self-

denial of their natural-born sex, seem to achi e

great power. Although At nave no direct evidence for ic, it a pears
ppobably that their presence on war parties is desired mainly
cause of heir high "psychIlogical" potential of stored-up viril-
ity - whi/dh is just what the Cheyenne feel is n essary for
successful fighting." (.1960)

Although the hemandt's main ritual function was to conduct the ceremony

of the Cheyenne Scalp Dance, acceptance of these individuals extended into

the larger. society. Their roles ;.re many-faceted. N'

The literature on sex roles does not report sexually aberrant behavior

2
for Native females. This may be attributed to incomplete reporting for

I
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specific tribes or the non-interviewing of Indi_n females. O'Meara (2968)

does mention "warlike" females such as the "Absaroka Amazon" when referring

to the C This °characterization is dealt wi h in the paper]

"Warrior Women of the'Plains" (Medicine, 1973). The on direct reference

to female horliose?cuaiity to De found is in David Thompson's journid writings.

He Writes:

"In'the man I recognized the woman who three years ago was the
wife of Boisverd; a Canadian and my servant; her conduct was
then.sb.looSe that I requested him to send her away to his
friends...She found her way from-tribe to tribe to the sea, she
became-a prophetess, declared her sex changed, that she was a ran
now, dressed and irmed,herself as such, and also took a young
woman to wife, of whom she pretended to be very jealous." O'Meara,
1968, 82 quoting Thompson's Narrative, 1962, 366.

David Thompson's' Narratiw., 1784-1812, ed. Richard Glover,
- .Champlain Society Publication 40, Toronto, 1962.

Other sexual. behavior patterns within the Cheyehne which were singular

and worthy of notice was the practice of sexual abstentitun for the child's

sake. Hoebel writes of this in his book:

"Sexual energy is a limited quotient which must be spent sparingly.
Therefore, a man of strong character and good, family vows at the
birth of his first child (especially if it is a boy) not to hgVe
another child for either seven:or fourteen years. All ofAihe
father's growth powers are then concentrated on the deve4Ment
of this One child ratter than being. dissipated among_seveAl....
During this long period of seven or fourteen years the father must
practice absolute celebacy, unless he has more than.one Wife.
The mother of .the dedicated child is without question celibate
throughout the period unless her husband pledges ,n Arrow Renewal
or Sun Dance,'when for that specific occasion she may engage-in
sexual union with the instructing priest. Adultery is so,rare
-among the Cheyenne that it hardly provides an available, if
irregular, outlet for sexual desires. Should a parent break the

'vow of dedication, it is believed it will kill the child. Not

many, Cheyenne men feel strong enough to submit themselves to
the test of self - control demanded for the sake of the child in
this act of renunciation, but for those. who do, there is the
highest of social esteem." .(Hoebel, 1960)



or

Other tribes such as the Lakota
)

(Sioux) also practiced sexual abstention

for the sake of a 6hid; This was a rigid and self-imposed practice. It

indicates a qualitative dimension of child caie.andelfrnplicitly, a high regard

for women. The-life of a Plain's'rndian woman was exceedingly strenuous; she

was constantly on the move, erecting tipis, helping to butcher the buffalo,"

drying meat, tanning skins, making clothes,. caring for family and kin, and

gathering wild fruits and vegetables. It was not easy, to be constantly

pregnant and filfill the arduous tasks.of the Quilling Societies (Cheyesne)

or the "Bite-the-Knife" c'eremony°(Lakota). These sodalities recognize

-industry and virtuousness and gave prestige and honor to a woman.*

This practice of sexual abstentiol might have contributed to the practice

ofsororal polygory among many of the warrior societies.of the Great Plains.

Other factors which undoubtedly led to the development of this practice

was the probe; %e excess numbers of women which came about because of the

. i

numproi wars. Sororal polygomy allowed for smoother interpersonal rela-.

tionships than would have been possibl had the_co-wives not been sisters.eit

;

Economic factors also contributed"to'the institution of sororal polygomy
%

since the marriage relationship is directlX tied to the economic role of.

the ma as an adequate provider. A good hunter could supply provisions to

care for the food and shelter requirements oftWo househrilds. This, in turn,

prbvided raw material, hides, and flesh. Which often required more care than

could efficiently be handled by onefemald: Sororai polygomy provided an

effectively functioning answer to the problem. Should there ben() available

sister, the classificatory kinship structure could be availed of to supply a

*A corollary sopFlity for men would be the akicita (warrior) societies of

the Sioux.
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substitute. If the Chz-fenne can be used -as an example, it can be found that

their "kinship structure . .'. was strictly bilateral. . . .The Cheyenne drew

no distinctIon between siblings and cousins."-(Hoebel, 19600_ Therefore, any

female cousin, who stood in a younger relationship to the first wife, could

be a candidate for the position of second wife, if the male acquired suffi-

cient.preStige as hunter and warrior to sustain her. This kin-based affilia-

tion of co-wives assured added harmony to the tipi-hold and also allowed for

greater economic gain and social prestige for husband and kin grobp.

In contrast to sororal pologomy are those women who have been referred

to,.in aneiropologicar literature, as "manly-hearted" women among the Piegan.

This tribe is one of the triad of the Blackfoot Confederation in Canada.

These "manly-hearted" women have had great-appeal for feminists. Oscar Lewis,

an anthropologist best known for his "culture of poverty" construct, first

reported this Native form of feminism (Lewis, 1941). These females very often

were favorite children, the favorite child syndrome being very comuIn in the

Plain's -mature area,%s demonstrated by the Hunk* ceremony among the Iakota.

These Peigan girls, during childhood, received,more attention and had more

food and toys lavished upon them than did the other girls. They were often

leaders in games. Frequently they played boy's games, and sometimes utilized

names of great warriors in their play. Interestingly they indulged in sex

early in life. They excelled.in domestic, religious, and sexual affairs anc,

were prominent in the ownership of property. The Piegan culture, the

Cheyenne and the Lakota, wasinale-dominated but'these "manly-hearted" women

were accorded privileges_based upon thd'ir ambition and boldness in both

economic and sexual matters.
_.

Thus unusu/l form of feminine behavior appears

' o have resulted frCa the fur trade which emphasized the woman's role as a/
producer of tanned skins thereby giving,her a new prominence 4 value.

) .
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The fur trade coupled with the decimation of warriors, which occurred

during the inter-tribal wars,'increased the value of women and ultimately

produced such. terms as "Sits-Beside-Him Wife" among the Piegan, an Algonkian-

speaking Plains tribe (Medicine, 1973). This was Surprising for the black-

foot Confederacy has been traditionally reported as a society in which women

had a decidedly lower status.

Female marital infidelity was dealt with harshly by the male Piegan,

a fact which underscored their reportedly lower status. Macmilian, in August

1933 writes:

...In the evening, we went to the tents of the Indians, where we
. saw at least six women whose noses had been cut off. This'is the
way in which the Piegans and other Blackfeet punish the infidelity
of their women a hideous disfigurement."

(This practice was apparently widespread among the Blackfeet, as
Maximilian noted elsewhere in nis journal:

"Many of the men have six or eight wives, whom they are very-ready
to give up to the Whites; even very young girls are offered. On

the other ha44hey generally punish infidelity in their wives
very severely, catting off their noses in such cases; and we saw,
about Fort McKenzie, a great many of these poor creatures, horribly
disfigured. When ten or.twelve tents were together, we were sure
to see six or seven women mutilated in this manner. The woman
whose nose is cut off, is immediately repudiated by htr,husband;
nobody will take her as his wife; and such women generally work
for their subsistence in other tents; attend on the children,
tan hides, or perform other household wok. There have been fre-,
quent instances of'a husband immediately killing,his wife when she
has had intercourse with others; often he avenges himself on the
paramour, takes away his horse or other valuable property, to

:which the latter must subt4t quietly."

The actual mutillation was often inflicted by the husband's band
or union:

If a woman, 14lose husband is in one of the unions, has had any
intercourse with another, the union meets in one of the tests
where they Smoke and, in the evening, when all around are buried

. in sleep, they penetrate into the woman's tent, drag her out,
ill-treat her as. they please, and cut off her nose. The husband
cannot make any opposition; he magic repudiate such a woman.
(Thomas and Ronnefeldt, People of the First Man, 1976)
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It should be noted that the severance of a adulterous wife's nose was a

common practice among many tribes of the North Plains. The quoted account

is aminstance in which nutnbers are given. This account chronicles

the offering of Native women to White men which is seldom mentioned in the

'accounts of early observers:

Another sensitive area governing sexual roles is the concept of power.

This delicate issue permeates interrelationships of behavior an regulates

r .

interaction between males and females of all ages and all time. The

qualities of power transcends ordinariness and assumes' aspects of quietude

and privacy which is tied to proscriptions and presdriptions within a belief

system. Native power configurations such as orenda for the Iroquois-speakers

and waken for the Siouan-speakers were mechanisms regulating person-to-person

relations and person-to-unknown relations. These cOncepts were tied to the

religious system and Should not be confused with some aspects of power which

were biologically based. Mary Douglas in Purity and Danger (1966) deals with
4

this concept when writing ,of the Yurok, a California tribe:

"The Yurok sp much believed that contact with women would destroy
their power's ofiacquiring wealth that they held that women and
money should never be brought into contact. Nbolie all it was

felt to be fatal to future prosperity for a man to have sexual
intercourse in the house, where he kept his strings of shell money.
In the winter, when it was too cold to be-out of doors, they
seem to have abstained altogether. For Yurok babies to

be born at the, same time of year - nine months after the irst

warm weather. Such a rigorous separation of business and pleasure
tempted Walter Goldschmidt to compare Yurok blues with those of
the Protestant ethic. The excercise involved him in a highly
specious stretching of the notion Of capitalist economy P so that
it would embrace both the salmon-fishing Yurok and sixteenth-
century Europe." (Douglas, 1966)

In reading some of the history books regarding-IndianS, one is struck with '.

stIrpr.i.se that White women captives were frequently unmolested sexually. The
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reason. for this is more obvious to a Native woman than to the non-Native

woman. 'Warfare was often a liminal state for men. To prepare for this

state in many tribes, a period of sexual continence was prescribed. This

State of being in a state pf "pbwer" had great emotional undertones and has

more significance than most non-Indian people can comprehend. The entire

future virility and manhood of the Native male was involved, then and for

posterity. His behavior on the war path was directly tied to the continuity

of his people. He often accrued coup counts, booty (horses) and other pres-

tige points that were intangibly weighed into the Native system as a whole.

These feats directed his future and the future of his group, his family,

his extended kin, and the tribe at large.

I On the other hand, when captive White women had married into the tribe

and were rescued, they often refused to return to civilization.. Caroline

Paricer, wife of Quanah Parker was a good example of this.

Within most Native, societies in Nortlk America, identification with

different sexual stereotypical expectations did not occur until the young

males and females were about seven or eight years old. It was during this

period that their play activities mirrored that of the adults in the societies

of which they were members.

Grinnell writes*:

"Little companies of small boys and girls often went off camping.
The little girls packed the dogs, and moved a little way from the
camp and there put up their little lodges - made and sewed for
them by their mothers - arranging them in a circle just as did
the old people in the big camp.. In all that they did they imita-
ted the elders. The..littletris who accompanied them were the
men of the mimic camp.

In the cHildren's play camps the little girls used tiny lodge
poles - often the tall weed-stalks that are used for windbreaks
around the lodge - and the boys sometimes:acted as horses and
dragged the lodge-poles, or hauled travois with the little babies
on them. To the sticks they sometimes fixed travois.
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When the lodgeS were put up the boys used to stand in line,
and the older girls asked them to choose their mothers. Each
boy selected the girl who should be his mother, and they piaYed
together. The girls played' in this way until they were pretty
well grown, fourteen or fifteen years of'age; but the bc4s,gaVe
it up when they were younger,for they strove to be men early, .

and-- usually soon after they reached theirtwelfth year they be-
ganto try to hunt buffalo, killing calves as. soon as they could
.ride well and were strong enough to bend the bow." (Grinnell,
1972)

Socialization for adult sex roles and expected behaviors may be found

inmost ethnographies of tribal groups. Grinnell continues:

"The children did pot stay Out all night, but during the day they
pretended that it was night, and went to bed. During the day
they moved the camp, fte even'every hbur or two.

These children :;_m the regular family fife, pretending
to be man and wife, and t e tiny babies - who ,Tere their brothers
and sisters - served them for children. Little boys courted
little girls; a boy sent to the girl's lodge sticks to.rppresent
horses, and if his offer was accepted received with her other stick's
and gifts in return. Babies able to sit up were taken out into.
these camps, but not those that were too young. Sometimes a
baby might get hungry and cry, And its little sister) who wAs car-
ing for it was obliged to carry it home to her mother, so that
the baby might nurse." (1972)

Further, he writes:

"The training of the little girls was looket.. after even more
carefully than that of the boys. Their mothers, aunts, aid grand-41

mothers. constantly gave them good advice. They recommended them
especially to stay at home; not to run about the camp, and this
was so frequently impressed on them that It became a matter of
course for them to remain near the lodge, or to go away from it
only in company. Both mothers and fathers talked to their
daughters, and quite as much to their sons, but a different

way. The mother said "Daughter, when you,grow up to be a young
woman, if you see anyone: whom yOU like, you must not be foolish
and run off with him. You must marry decently. If you do io,'you
will become a good woman, and be a help to your brothers and to
your cousins." They warned girls not to_be foolish,.and the advice
was repeated over and over again.

As a girl grew larger she was sent for water, and when still
older she took a rope and went for wood, carrying it on her back.
.he old women early began to teach the girls how to cut moccasins,
and how to apply quills and to make beadwork. As they grew ,4

older they Yearned how to cook, and to dress hides, but the girls
were not put regularly to dressing hides until they were old
enough-to marry.

Boys and girls alike had each some special friend of their
own 'sex to whom they were devotedly attached, and each pair of
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friends talked over the advice received froth parents." (Grinnell,
197:)

The socialization or enculturation pr,ceFses in the so-called primitive

Native societies (see especially Terrell and Terrell, 1974) of North America

presents a realistic tra'.ning for adult sex roles zind occupational places.

An examination GI' any tribal society snows expliCit patternings for indi-

rvidual participate( n, in that society.

But what of the Native Amer4an woman's view of' her within her.

cultoi-e? Fortunately, there is an autobiographical sketch of A Cheyenne

woman which offers a Native's view of sex roles and cuitural exctationt.

The time period is' 1931. This life history presents a Native woman's per-
.

ception of her life in a changing society.

Reprinted from The Narrative of a Southern Cheyenne' Woman, `Truman
Michelson, Washington, D. C.: Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections,
Vol. 87, No. 5, 1932. PermiSsion to renroduce this copyrighted material.
has been granted by the Sm thsonian Institute to ERIC and organizations
operating under agreements with the National Institute of Education, U.S.
bepartment of Healtn,,Education, and Welfare. Further reproduction outside
the ERIC system requires permission of the copyright owner.

My mother is 80 years old and is still living in apparently good health.

If my father were living he would be ,.....)out 85 ye ... o]d. I do not remember

in what year he died. My father's:sister is also dead. She died when she

was 102 years old. .nis aunt of mine was the person who instructed me 1

all the ways of courtship.)

I want to mention an incident that was later told me by my mother. She

said that I was taught to ride horseback alone when I was 4 years old. Of

course, I do not- remember this.

1I do not know whether or riot instruction in courtship, etc., given by
a paternal aunt to her niece is institutional.'
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Whenever-they movdd camp I was tied onto the saddle. One day, they

say, I, rather the pony, was lagging behind. My saddle girth,became

loose, and I and'the saddle were under the horse's belly. Luckily the pony

was very gentle.

When I became ap older, girl I was rather expert in riding horseback.,

This was my greatest sport, I ev rode untamed ponies. Of course, some-
,-

times I was thrown off by p nies who bucked very badly.

'Ever since I can remember I had a bed of my own in my parents'. tipi.1

This bed consisted of willow head and fobt uprights. 2
My own bags were

placed against the wall of the tipi. The wall of the bed also included buf-

falo hides. 3 My pillows were decorated with porcupine quills. 4 My bed was

always placed farthest from the door of the tipi, a place of honor.5

My mother taught me everything Connected with the tipi, such as cooking

and tanning hides for different purposes. The first pair of moccasins ...

4 made were for my father. "You are very good in, making moccasins," he said

with a smile, "they are very nice." This encouraged me greacly.

My moTr would show me,hOw too twist the sinews, and how to cut the

,

soles and uppers (...L the moccasins foY different sizes. ..I.becamr very Compe-

,tent in this work at an early age. I used to make Moccasins for other children,

' beaded as well as.pla ones. I was always well're, led for my work by the

parents of the, children.

1The beds ranged around the walls of a Cheyenne tipi: see Grinnell,,
George Bird. The Cheyenne pidians, vol. I,' p. 225. New Haven, 1923. °

2Compare Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. I, pp. 242, 243, vol. 2, p. 365..

3See Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. I, p. 225.

4For pillows decorated with porcupine quills see trinnell: loc. cit.,
vol. 2, p. 186.

5See Grinnell, loc. cit., vol.-I, p. 73.
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Si:if:never we moved camp I always managed to catch my own riding pOny,

and -o pack my Personal belongings on another pony which was used for that

purpose only.

My mother would always tell me that the main purpose of her teaching

me, as well as the object.of my owning my own bed, was to keep me at home,

and to keep me from being away to spend my nights with my girl chum. This

30 ."was done so that there would be no chance for gossip by other people.

My parents were very proud of me. In fact they treated 'me as if I

were.a male member of the family. They took the greatest pains to have me

well dressed. Even. my saddle was decorated. I also owned an.elk7tooth dress.
1

This was afforded by only a very few'. And it was by no means considered

obtained by luck, but by years of hard hunting.

One day when we were moving, Ty mother taught me how to pu,a pack on

.the pony. This was 'a new pony unaccustomed to being packed. I noticed it

would not stand still. 'When we turned it loose with the other pack animals

it ran away and caused much excitement.

.Apart from the regular training my mother gave me, she made for me the

paraphernalia of the deer-hoof bone game, which are,strung and looped at the

.

,

end of a string.
2 The game is played by girls; and after maturity young men z'

. ,

,,//
"N......

and young women participa'ei.n the game, sitting in alternate p ces. i was,/

always placed near the door. This was because I was a good playe . In the

alternate positions the young men were recognized as sweethearts whether they

actually were or not.

1See Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. Iv p. 224.

2See Culin, StewartrGames of the North American Indians, 24th Ann. Rep.

Bur. Amer. Ethnol., pp. 527 et seq.', and 529-533, 1907.



In mzgirlhood days we girls played what we called "tiny play." This

p],'- imitated the customs and ways of the grown-UP people. Our mothers made,

rag dolls of women, men, boys, girl>, and babies. We used' Forked sticks to

epresent ponies, and we molated the tiny'people on the fork of the sticks.,

pretending to move camp. Sometimes a_baby would be born; or, a, marriage would

take place--in fact anythfnij that we knew about older people. In this iilay

we'di:ot allow any boys to play with us girls. We had rag dolls tp represent

boys.

After a time as 1 became a lirttle older we played what we called ?'large

1
play. "1 play consisted of real people, namely, boys and girls. The

boys would go out hunting (really, go to their tipis) -and bring meat and other

food. We; girls would pitch our tipis and make ready everything as if it wer(i'

a real camp life. Some of the-,boys would go on the warpath, and always came

hc..e.victorious. TheV would relate their war experiences,itclling hoc/ suc-,
-

cessful,they were, especially with the Pawnee (Wolf Men). We girls would -.

sing war songs to acknowledge the bravery of our heroes. Of ,course, wewould
- %

' ...,

have marriage feasts, dances, etc. Sometimes we had the Sun DanCe.,2 In this

-play we did not use real food, but baked mud bread and used leaves for dishes.

The pledger and the vioman were there. We would have our children's ears

pierced
3

and gaVe away horses. Some of the boys would have their breasts

'For a similar game among the Crow see Louie, it., The material culture ot'.
the Crow Indians, Anthrop. Papers Amer. Mus. Nat. Dist., vol. 21,'pt. 3,
p. 249, 1922.

20n the Cheyenne Sun Dance see Doroey. G. A. The Cheyenne,
Dance, Field Columbian Mus. PO. 103, Anthrol.. Ser., vol. 9, no.
Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. 2, pp. 211 et seq.L-Petter, R,Englir
Dictionary, article "Sun Dance," pp. 1028-1030; Kettle Fails, Wa

3
For ear-piercing see Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. I, pp. 61,

1493 vol. 2, p. 276; Petter, loc. cit., p. 181 `(article "bred"),
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pierced with cactus thorns,tothersdragged buffalo skulls (which were really

chunks of dead wood). Sometimes the older boys would'come. When we saw

them we always stopped and,escattered. My aunt told me not to play with young

I

men.

At one tine--I'rememToer the incident well - -while we were playing with
0

boys some .,sang men came upon us. One of them took after me an seized the

sleeve of my dress and tore it off. I surely was frightened, not that I

'feared bodily irjury, but because I thought, "Here is a young man trying to

- bestow his many attentions on me." It all seemed so strangd and bewildering
4

to me. Eventually this young man would come and see jne, to court me.1 At

first I was very much afraid to venture outside after dark. 'I would always

ask my mother o.accompany me before-I would go out. My mother furnished me

-

rawhide twine and a piece of hide to use as a diaper which was securely tied .

around my hips'and pudendum. This was done to preserve my vi-"ie against the

attacks of an overanxious young man. 2

1Adcording to Grinnell the modern Cheyenne courtship is like that of the
Siou%; see loc. cit., vol. Tpp. 131 et seq.

..2
Compare Grinnell,']oc. cit., :Jolk. I, p. 131. Though not exploitdd by

modern ethnologists "roping" was common enough'amohg Indians of the Great Plains;
for the Sioux see Beckwith, M. W., JoUrn. Amer. Folk-Lore, 43, p. 360, foot=
note 2; forthe Assiniboin see Denig,'46th Ann. Rep. Bur. Ame- p. 590;

- for the Arapaho, cf. Vestal, S., Kit Carson,. 122;,for the Cheyenne and Arapaho
see ilso delge, bl. R. I.; lur-Wild Indians, pp. 195, 1P S, 203, 212, 213.. . For

'.the benefit of those'who are not specialists I am constrained o say that Colonel
Dodge's book be used only with .tiscrimin_tion. I pass over such absurdities
as the statement (p. 204) that an unmarried girl is never sent out, to cut and
bring wood, etc, fbr these are easily dontrol4ed. by gendral factuAl knowledge

g as well as numerous documentary sources of information. Much more subtle than
this'are various statements regatding sex mores mrlich are scattered through-

'' ,out the bb 'The tfained ethnologist' will see that they are incompatible
(see fur ex ple, pp. 195, 196, 203, .208,.211, 213 .as' opposed to pp. 21C, 213);
the casual reader will not. It is largely owing-to the uncritical use of such
sources that the,Main thesis,of Briffault's The Mothers cannot be sustained.
I lay stress on.this because zoclogistswiLl pounce upon this work to bolster
their own theories regarding human social origins (see now'Miller, G. S:, jr.,
The primate basis of human behavior, Quart. Rev! Biol., vol. 6, pp.,379-410).

0
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My aunt (father's sister) had heard that a certain young man had begun

to look upon me seriously,. She came over and began to tell, me what to say

and how to act in the presence of this young man. She saidf"

1 hear you are beginning to hive admirerS'. Your father and
mother have reared you with great c- ..,. Your father especially has.
seen to it that you have had good things to wear such as other girls
of. your/ age do not have. .And your mother has taught you with great
patience the art of things that each woman is supposed td know so
that she might make a good'dnd successful wife. As you go through
life all these things and what 1 am now telling you will be of
great benefit to yod. You will-be in a position to teach your chil-
dren"if you have any. It is .silly to exchange too Many_glances and
smiles with thisWoung'man,especially in the presence of people.
He Will think you are tooedsy and immoral. When he comes to see
'you at night you must never run away from him. If you do sp this
indicates that you are silly and not sufficiently taught and educated
to. respect the attentions of a suitor. You must never consent to .

marry your-suitor the first time he asks you to marry him, no matter
how good looking he may be. Tell him you would like to associate . ..

with him for some time yet to'come. And if'he really thinks anything
of you he will not-be discouraged., but will continue his,visit and
come to see you. When he comes at night not let him stay todf
long, but ask'him please to go. If you le him stay till he, s

ready to go he wily think you are in love with him and. w4.11'snrely
.think less of you. You must always be sure to take great care to
tie the hide under your dress, covIring your pudendum, with strong
raw hidestring. You must remember that when a man toches your
breasts and vulva he considers tha. you belong to'him. And in the
event that be does not care to marry you he will not hide Wh'at he
has done to you, and you will be considered immoral. And you will
not have a chance to marry into a good family. I short, you will
not be purchased, which is surely the ambition of all young women.2

1For touching the breasts compare for the Crow, Lowie, R., The Sun Dance
of the'Crow Indians, Anthrop. Papers Amer. Mus..Nat. Hist., vol. 16, p. 42,
1915; for the Thompson Indians, TePt, J., The Thompson Indians of British
COlumbia, Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Anthrop. Vol. I, Jesup N. Pac.
vol. I, pt. '4, pp. 323,.324, 1900; for the Lillooet,Teit, J., The Lillooet
Indians, Mem. Amer. Mus. NaE. Hist., Anthrop.,-vol. 3, Jesup N. Pac. Exp.,
vol. 2, pt. 5 p. 268; 1906'; for theShuswap, Test, Jo, ibid., pt. 7,. 591,

!1909;.for the feeling of ownership after touching the vulva, I have abundant
confirmatory statements from various Cheyenne informants; pee also Beckwith,
loc. cit.; cf. also Czaplicka, M. A.,Aboriginal Siberia, Oxford, pp. 84,87,1914.

2Compare also Lowic, R., Primitive society, New York, 19201 Dorsey, J. O.,
Siouan sociology, 15th Ann. Rpp. Bur. Amer. EthAol,, p. 242, 1897: cluotes
Matthew to the effect that among the Hidatsa the woman is not merely sold to .
the highest bidder. Among the Fox Indians of today 0-1.:-! Gnchange of goods is

the impbrtant point; it is not purchase.
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What I mean by marryinginto a good family is that the young Man's
people are not liars, thieves, or lazy, nor have they committed any
offensive crime. If you allow the young man to take advantage of
you willingly he will make jokes and sing songs with words about
you. The people will know and wc' will be embarrassed and ashamed,
especially since you have been brought up and taught in a gpod way.
You must also bear" in mind that there will be other young men who
Will come to see you. They will want to find out if you will succumb
'easily. If they are serious and approach the subject of marriage,
turn them off by saying something nice about the young. man who.had
ben seeing you previously. In 'any case, you must never'say any.7
thinlbad or calany one n&mes, nor remark on their looks or on the
100 ei of their people. The old saying is, "The birds of the.air fly.

ve but are caughtrsome day."' If you say bad things or call
\ one .ad names, the one insulted will crawl into the tipi and fondle
'you while you.are asleep;2 u..a he Will boast of knowing you. It.will,
Also-be considered that theman is then your husband. Your denial
will not help you. You will be placed-at the metcy of gossipers.

4

p
I 0.

After I had reached the age of young womanhood, I was not single very

___
much longer. One afte rnoon I was visiting my girl chum. When I came home

that evening there were a number of old men in my father's tipi; I also

noticed much _resh meat. I asked my mother what it was all about, and what"

those old men were here for. She said, "My daughter, these men are here to

deliver a message, asking the consent of your father that you marry a male

of their family.
3

Ai:d I want to tell you thiliyour father has consented
f

However, he will speak to you later." My father said to me) "My'daughter,

these men have come here to ask my cod.7:ent to your_marriage. Five horses

and other things will be sent o ver 'n the morning." I have consented. Now I'

1As is known,' proverbs, charades, the story within the itcr-.y, the riddle,

animal tales of the typeof hThe Fox and the Crow" are either unknown or very
rare in aboriginal America. -

-

2
A similar trick was done among the Ciow Indians; but the guilty Man

thereby was automatically barred from leadership in.the white clay expedition
of the Sun Dance. See bowie, 11:, Social life of the Crow Indians, Anthrop.
Papers Amer. Mus.. Nat. Hist.,4vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 221, 1912;'The Sun Dan6e of.
the Crow Indians) ibid., p. 42. For the same trick among the Sioux; see
Beckwith, loc. -cit.

3
0n Cheyenne marriage see Grinnell, low. cit., vol. I, pp. 137 et seq.
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myself want to hear what you think." I made no reply. I was-frightened.

But at any rate the horses were brought over the next morning. My male

relatives were called to select their horses, but before doing that they

called me in and asked me what I thought. My paternal uncle started to talk

to me saying/how well my parents had brought me up, and stated that marriage

by purChase was considered 6ne of the greatest and happiest events in one's

life.
1

He said, "I know that this is your father's desire. As you can see,

he is getting on,'in years. His eyesight is not'very good. This young manti
A

will look after the necessary work-for your father. However, we do not wish.

to do anything against your will. Now, let us hear from you." I then said

to them, "Since my father has consented to the offer of marriage by purchase,

0

I also agree to the proposed marriage. I love my father, and whatever he

deems best for me, that I will do. I cannot refuse my father's wishes for

those reasons.'2 They were all gladto hear me, showing i by,their sincere

approval:

They t'lel proceeded to select their own horses, one at a time. They were

all good saddle horses. They in turn,gTie their own horses. My people

saddled one of thehorses on which I rode to my future husband's people,

leading the four other horses. My future husband's women folk met me near

their camps and I... dismounted. They carried me on the blanket the rest of

the way, and let me down at the entrance of my future husband's tipi. I

Walked in and sat beside him. This young man was no sweetheart of min ; he

r

1
See Footnote 2, on page 64.

2
If Grinnell is right,. thiAttply is not institutional but personal. From

my own field-work among the Plains Cree, I cal. vouch that there at least t e
girl has the final say. .
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was a stranger to me: he never had come to see me when I was still single.

I wondered if I would learn to love him-in the future. After some'little

time the women brought in many shawls, dresses, rings, bracelets, leggings,

and moccasins. They then had me change clothes. They braided my hair
1

andpainted'my face with red dots on my cheeks. When I was completely

arrayed in my marriage clothes I was told to return to my people.' My husband's

women folk carried the balance of my clothingto my tipi.. Im.the meantime

'my mother and aunt had prepared a large feast. Towards evening my o.iri tipi

f was erected. The cryer called in a loud voice inviting all my husband's

relatives, naming my husband as the host. My husband came'over with his male

relatives. While there they told jokes, and some related their War exploits;

still others narrated funny things that bad'happened to them in the earlier

days.

After I was married I thought I would have more freedom in going around

with my girl friends, but my mother watched me more closely and kept me near

my husband, day and.night. This was done to prevent any gossip from my

° husband's people,

A year or so before I married we played games. In the'fall of the year

we played "kick ball."2 This is played by kicking and Counting the number of

tifies'the ball is kicked with one foot with the ball not touching the ground.

Some girls could keep the ball in the air with a tally of 50 or 60. We had

tally sticks.to keep count, 150 of them. The side that won took the'ball.

1For the braiding of the hair of Cheyenne females,,see Grinnel, loc. cit.,
vql. I, pp. 59, 60.

0

2See Culin7 loc. cit., p. 706; Grinnell, loc cit., vol. I, pp. 330 etseg.:
Petter, loc. cit., p..831.
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The losers ran away from the winners who chased the losers all about the camp,

pounding them on theloack with the ball. This created merriment and excite-

ment. 'Even those who did not participate in the "kick, ball:: game were tagged

and became "it." A person t ,agged before. could not become "it." The lose;s

were supposed to give food to the winners, and so the game ended.

3.

There was another game played by us young women on the frozen lake or

river. We had dart sticks 10 or 12 fee\lonct14,smc4h and straight. In one

end of the dart sticks was the tip of a buffaX.horn, about 4 inches long.

The dart stick was thrown with great force c)m,the ice and it slid a great

distance.
1 This was a sort of gambling game. We bet our,ear rings, finger

rings, bracelets, hair-braid ties, and Jher
t -

0

In the spring of the year we playel i,hinny, using clubs to drive the

ball. There were 20 to 40 players on each side.?

With the apiJoach of summer our attention was directed to horseback

riding. Even after I was married my hut1b3n8 and I would travel on'horseback..
1

It was a long time before we had a wagon.

lJ

1
See Culin, loc. cit., pp. 399, 400, 401; Grinnell, loc. vol. I,

pp. 334, 335; Petter, loc. cit., p. 830.

2
See Culin, loc. cit., p. 620; Petter, loc. 'cit., p. 828.
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My parents continued_to care for us.1 My mother did all the cooking,2

but my husband's meals were always taken to our own tipi. This was for me

to do. My mother and my husband were not allowed in the same tipi at the

same time.
3

My mother took especial care that my husband received the best

portin of food. My, husband's duty was tolook after the horses and do all

the work that was,required of a man.

We had our first child we had been married a year. It was at

this.time that I began really to love my husband. He always treated me with

respect amd kindness. We had eight children before he died. The first

.
1Matrilocal residence is attested for the Cheyenne by both Grinnell (loc.

cit., vol. I, D. 91) and Mooney (with the. qualification "not always"; see his
The Cheyenne Indians, Mem. Amer. Anthrop. Asso,:., vol. I, pt. 6, pp. 410, 411,
1907). It is confirmed by my Own field-work. Matrilocal residence is a very
different thing from exogamy with female descent. This last' is claimed for
the Cheyenne bv Grinnell: see his Social Organization of the Cheyennes, Proc.
Internat. Cong. Americanists for _1902, pp. 13 -146, New York, 1905; The Chey-
enne Indians, vol. I, pp. 90 et seq., New Have 1923: per contra see Clark,
W.-P., The Indian sign language, p. 229, phila__ hiaw 1885 [Mooney's refer-
ence to p. 235 also, is,due to some error]; Mooney, J., The Ghost Dance religion,1
14th Ann. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., p. 956, 1896; Mooney, J., Kiowa calendar,
17th Ann. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., p. 227, 1898; Mooney, j.,iThe Cheyenne
Indians, Mem. Amer. Anthrop. Assoc.., vol. I, pt., 6. pp. 408-410, 1907. I do

not think it can be said that Grinnell has successfully contested Mooney's
strictures. My own field work among the Cheyenne (beginning .n 1911) confirms
Mooney's position by statements of infi_mants and genealogies. I' wonder if

Grinnell's informants may not have had Crow blood and thus given a wrong
impreSsion, for the Crow are organized in exogamic groups with female descent.
In justice to Grinnell it should be noted that he expressly states that "eyi-
dence of a clan .system is not conclusive."

2
For other courtesies shown by a Cheyenne mother-in-law to her son-in-law,

see Grinnell, The Cheyenne Indians, vol. I, pp. 146, 147, New Haven, 1923.

3Though this particular avoidance is only implied by Grinnell, loc. cit.
vol. I, 147, there is no doubt that it was institutional among the Cheyenne;
the same thing occurs among the'Assiniboin, Blackfoot, Gros Ventre, and prob-
ably elsewere: see E. T. Denig, Indian Tribes of the Uplier Missouri, 46th
Ann., Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., p. 511, 1930; Kroeber, A., Ethnology of,the
Gros Ventre, Anthrop..' Papers Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. I, pt. 4, p. 180, 1908;
Wissler, C., The social life of the Blackfoot Indians, Anthrop.,Papers Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 7, pt. I, pp. 12,E 13, 1911.
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decorated tipi made was after.I had had my fourth child.
1

Of course when

I was a girl m mother permitted me to look on when she made decorated tipis.

There is a rather.1ong ceremony in connection with the making of tipis. I

became a member of the "Tipi Decorators," which is composed of women only.
2

I

I was very carefully instructed. neyer to disclose the ceremony in the presence

of males. So I shall be obliged to discontinue the subject.

My husband's health became broken. We summoned many Indian doctors, and

gave away much personal wearing apparel, and also some ponies. Ohe day when

we were alone he pledged a Sacrifice Offering. This ceremony is a sacred

ritual which is regarded as a prayer to the spirits for strength and*health.

When he made the pledge this included me, for the rule requires that a wife

must be included. But. sad to say, he passed away before we could carry out

the pledge.

Four of my younger children also died later. It was a good thing for
4

me that G)y father and mother' were still living. I did not really hale a hard

time to support my children.

1Four is the "holy" numbet among the Cheyenne. See Dorsey, G. A., The .

Cheyenne, I, Ceremonial organization, Field Columbian Mus. Publ. 99, Anthrop.
Ser., vol. 9, no. I, pp, 1, 3, 5; 7, 10, 11, 12 16, 19, 20, 23,,28, 32, 33,
1905; II, The Sun bance, Field Columbian Mus. Publ. 103, Anthrop. Ser., vol. 9,
no. 2, pp. 60, 63, 91, 96, 99, 100, 144, 159, etc., 140; Grinnell', loc. cit.,
vol. 2, pp. 197, 205, 214, 227, 228, 229, 236,'237, 245, 251, 257, 288, 289,
291, 292, 297, 321, etc.; Mdoney, 3., The Cheyenne Indians, Mem. Amer. Anthrop.
Assoc., vol. I, pt. 6, pt 411., 1907. It is extremely common among North
American'Indians, but Mooney's generalization is tf o 1.7e.eping; see for example,

Lowie, R., Primitive. religion, p. 284, New York, 1v24.
This note applies 'to all the reference.to the number four in the follow-

ing pages.

2See Grinnal, loc. cit.:, vol. I, pp. 159 et seq., for female societies
among the Cheyenne; also Petter, loc. cit article "bead," pp. 97, 98.
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I surely loved my husband. His death made me very lonely, and it was

sa terrible event in my life: Apparently I missed him more than I did my

children who died afterward.' My hair was cut of just my ears. 1 This

wa8 done by an old woman wno had obtained the authority by uarticiepating in

one or more sacred ritualistic ceremonies previously. Before cutting off my

braids she first raised both her hands towards the sky, touched the earth

with the palms of her hands, laid her hands on my head. and made a downward

motiorl; repeating the motion four times. ThUs my braids weiecut off in

accordance with the belief that the spirits would be pleased and extend bles-

sings and sympathy to the bereaved. The old yoman who cut my hair was given

a blanket and a dress.

The death of my husband marked the passing of our tipi, including all

the contents. If peopleslo not come and carrv, away something, the whole tipi

is destroyed by fire.2
e.

After two years I heard that a man had pledged a Sacrifice Offering.
3

My father and mother immediately advised me to go and see this man in order

to be permitted to ,fulfill my deceased husband's ,pledge. My father said the

pledge could not be set aside and neglected any longer, in spite of what had

'Compare Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 161! The same thing occurs
eisewhere,'e.g.., alpong "...he Arapaho, Gios Ventre; and Blackfoot: see Kroeber,
A., The Arapaho, Bu-1. Amer. Mus: Nat, Hist., vol.'. 18, pt. I, 16, 1902;
Krceber A., Ethnology of the Gros Ventl:e, Anthrop. Papers Amer. Mus. Nat.
Hist., vol, I, pt. 4, p. 181,'1908; Wissler, C., The social life of the Black-
foot Indians, Anthrop. Papers Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol 7, pt. I, p. 31, 1912. -

2Seealso QYinnell, loc. sit., vol. 2, p. 162.

3Tnough this particular ony apparently is absent from published
works'orrthe Cheyenne, it s abund tly clear that the elements which compose
it are simply old Cheyenne material recombined in slightly varying ways. The
annotations will bring this out more clearly. Years ago I demonstrated the
same thing for Fox gens festivals.
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happened in,the past.
1

So I went to see this man and his wife. They readily

'agreed to my request. They told me to be ready soon thereafter. They said

they had everything that was needed in .conhection with the ceremony'and that

I need not worry about theSe things.s The also said he had taken the sacred

pipe to the priest to teach and lead them. This pleased me greatly as I had

nothing to do now', and only waited to be notified when all was ready. The

day before the ceremony proper green timbers were brought from the forest in .

'order to have them in readiness for the following day. The day the timber is

bicur.t in the tipi is erected, that is, in 'the evening.

The ritualistic ceremony itself begins early the next day. Thepledgers

ate required to dres in their best clothing. The clothing thus worn becomes

,

the property of the painters. The first.thing the priest does is tainprepate

the Sacrifice Offering cloth. Though other things can be used, such as black,

cite, red solid-colored or striped cloth--and gray eagle also -we used a

4 striped cloth which. the priest tied to a long stick. This is, of course,

inside of the tipi. After this the priest smokes the medicine pipe and points

the mouthpiece of the pipe to the four directions of the earth and towards the

skies. The pipe is then passed to the left. The first person on the left of

the priest smokes it, and so on, down to the doorWay. The'pipe is then passed

backward without being smoked and is passed to the right of the priest until it

' reaches the lait person near the doorway. This person smokes it, %oen the

next person on his left, and sc on until the pipe again reaches the priest.

He then empties the bowl of the pipe. The pipe is then put away. The priest

instructs the pledgers how to raise and point the stick to the proper directions

1The nonfulfillMent of a pledge was fraught with supernatural disaster;
compare Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 195.
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when they go out. They then go outside. The person in the lead takes the

stick and cloth. The priest begins to pray, and then sings medicine songs.

At the end of each song he tells those outside to point the stick southeast,

then southwest, then northwest, then northeast, and then straight towards the

sky. Anyone ray then take the cloth and touch one's body all oVe with it,

thereby receiving a blessi.pg from the spirits. \

They*thg,n reenter the tipi. The ground is then broken by making dents

in the earth four times, in the same manner as the pointing previously. The

ground is made very smooth, and a hol( ig.made for a fireplace in 1 center.

Clean white sand then laid on this clearing, representing the sk.
1

The

coals ofsfire,are scattered here and there, representing stars. There are

four holy places cl the sand, the home of the spirits; andthe holes are made

in the same sequence of directions as given above. The path from the entrance

into the tipi is marked with powdered coals towards the fireplace. A full

moon 2 is between the rireplace and the entrance. Beyond the fireplace is the

crescent moon.
3 These moons are made of black powdered coals. There are

four, buffalo chips
4 placed in front of the priest. The medicine bags are

placed on top f the buffalo Chips before they are untied and opened. Before

they are opened the priest spts medicine on one's hands four times, and

passing motions are made first using the right hand.by making a drawing motion

1For the ceremonial use of sand compare Dorsey, G. A., loc. cit., vol. 2,

u. 65: Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 252.

2For the ceremonial use of a full moon compare Grinnell, loc. cit.,

vol. 1, p. 196.

3For the ceremonial use of the crescent moon compare Grinnell, loc. cit.,

vol. 1, p. 193; vol. 2, .o. 24, 270.

4Fc-- the ceremonial use of buffalo chips compare Grinne11,-1,1c. cit.,

vol. 1, pp. 87, 12]; vol. 2 pp. 18, 32, S7, 245; etc.
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on the right leg, then the left hand LA tt e -ight arm, next the right hand on

the left arm, then the left hand on the r; ,ht leg; and both hands backards

over the head. 1
This is required for old people. Young women are required

to make a downward motion in front of their bodies, indicating an easy child- :

birth.

The pledgers are stripped of their c1C.hing. The painters paiLt their

bodies red; but in the case :f women their arms and'le9s are painfcxl, but

not their bodies, and their faces are painted red with black Circles all over;'

othqrs have the paint :.epresen. the ground, namely, four black on the

face and middle of the nose. Whe the paint'ag is done,, coals of fire are
,

.taken from the fireplace. Pinchespf medicine are placed on fire which is

.,in front of each person. Motion is made with both hands toward% the smoke,

and inhalation take- Durinc' the performance the priest sings medicine

songs, one BOP; for each performance.' When all is done the pipe is pointed 2

.

to,the four directions without'being lit, and after it is lit. it is again

, .

pointed to the four. directions. After the 'pipe is e:Aptied the pr; es(. calls
,

2
the pledger to c. ,=e before him. The priest.holds the: pipe 51 his right hand;

' °
-;

he spits on the outstretched right hand.' The pledger then grasps the stem

of the pip( held by the priest with the bowl towards the ground. The pledger

clasps the hand of the priest, and both hold the stem of the pipe. The

pledger gently pulls. the pipe towards himself four times. The fourth time

the priest lets go. The pledger takes the pipe, first plating it on his

right breast, then an the left, then right, then left; he hands the pipe back

1Theceremonial motions described by Grinnpll, loc. cit., vol. I, p. 160,
are nearly the same.

2Fot pointing the pipe, compare Grinnell, loc. 644-., vol. 2, p. 270.
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to .the priest le,-makes drawing motions over his, limbs as before, and then

p

- proceeds to touch the holy groune exactly as with the drawing motions. After

0

this, all may touch the holy ground. This terminates the ceremony in the

tipi.

All this time the Sacrifice Offering cloth and the stick leaned against

the, breast of the tipi and green timbers leaned against the back of the

tipi. 'The women now take charge of the timbers, and ploced to build a

sweat lodge. The first two timbers are planted on the east and the two

on the westL these set§ are, about 2 feet ap'rt. Then the remaining timbers,

about13,.are put in the ground, forming a citcleabout 8 feet in eircumfer-

ence. This will accommodate abott 15' persons, A round hole is made in the

center of, the sweat lodge. This is a place for hot stones; it is about 2

fect in circumference and 1 foot deep. The dirt.taken froM the excavation

is placed a: but 20 feet towards the cast of the entrance, and is made into a

.

mound.
2

':as mound and the sweat lodge ale connected by a trail. Then a

young cottonwood tree 3 is place: in the ground in an upright position near,

but east of, the mound. A buffalo skull
4

is then placed against the mound;

it is on west siope 5 and faces the sweat lodge. The skull is painted

1See especially Potter, loc, cit., article "sweat-lodge"; for the use of
sweat lodges in religious ceremonies see also bowie, Primitive religion, r. 193,
NeA York, 1924.

2 Compare Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 103.

3 For the ceremonial use of cottonwood trees, see Grinnell, loc. ci-t!'",
vol. I, p. 95; vol. 2, pp. 229-212 259, 287.

4For the use of a buffalo skull' in combination with a sweat lodge, see
Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. ?, p. 103.

5For the localization of the buffalo skull on the west slope, compare
Grinnell, loc. Cit., vol. 2, D. 294.
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with black and red paint: the horns are blacl.ened, and the regioh aroerdthe

nose is painted red; a black streak runs from the back of the head to the

tip of the nose.1

The wife of the pledger carries the sku]..r from the tipi to the mound.
2

She carries'it in a stooping position, very carefully and slowiy. Fi

-4.

stones are then selected. Two are painted block, a third is not painted, the

last two are also painted black. After this they are not handled with the

hands, but are put in Place with forked sticks between the mound and the

:sweet lodge, a little to the south of the trail. Motions are made with the
.

hands four tines towards the stones before the stones are forked; These

.

stones' are placed in the same manner as the holy places within the tipi but

are closer together, the fifth stone being in the center. The dried wood and

other stones are then placed without any ceremony. However, before fire is

.added to the heap, tt 2 heap is touched four times with a fork in the same

manner as the stones. In the meanwhile the Oomen cover the but with heavy

canvas. Blankets, fine clothing, and other things a. placed on top of the

canvas., These become the property of the priest and his helpers (who are the

painters). The.property is divided according to what the priest and his help-

ers gave when they were pledgers. If o:e or more horses are given away, the

ceremony is conducted in the daytime. If not, it is conducted at night.

The priest and pledger enter the sweat lodge c:zith the paint still on

them and go over the ceremony as in .the tipi, excep h t they remove the

1The buf:alo skull is painted nearly as in the Sun Dance; compare Dorsey,
G. A., loc. cit., vol. 2, pp. 96, 97; in part c)mp;tre Grinnell, loc. cit.,
vol. 2, p. 33.

f. 2For the pledger's wife carrying the buffalo skull, see Dorsey, G. A.,
loc. pit., vol. 2, pp. 107, 109; Grinnell, loc. cit.. vol. 2, p. 291.
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paints put on by the 'painters,ainters, using sagel; water, is drunk, and the ! odi'es .

)
.

are washed, When the hot stones are brought in, two are brought. ini first,
.

..' ,

. .

then one,.then two. They. then are- placed *in the Same order as they were be-
.-

. fore they were heated. .The remaining stones axe then brought in. 'The sweat

4 ,

bath now°begins. The priest utters eprayer and sings songs. The doorflap
.

. .

tb raised; also the rear is raised, thus airing the bather. This is done
. .; .

. four times, and each period lasts about 20 minutes. .When this is over we all

go back into the-tipi, when oix.reiatives bring in all kinds of food for ue

to eat. Before we eat, bits offood are placed on the.holy ground and drawing

motions on the body are performed. We then proceed to eat. The lacred medi-

cine bag is in a crescent shape;2 it is made out of raw hide. The inner bag

is an entirerairie dog skin.which contains the sacred herbS.

1
The use of sage for ceremonial purposes is common enough., See Dorsey, -1

G. A., loc. cit., vol.'2, p. 159; -Grinnell, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 423.
. ,

0
2See footnote,3 on page '73.

.

This narrative shows the parameters and wiriety=ima "primitive tontan's .

life. Eicellent horsemanship, even to the taming of 'ponies, was well within

the scope of a ' jyenne woman's accomplishments. Good descript of women's

Work are contained withinthe selection and descriptions of factors which.

motivated the woman, such as ownership of tip-possessions, expertness in

"gaming," the evidencing of "honor" also dM.ineated.

e courtship practices and the use of the "chastity belt" are aspects

of the ing of age" which are seldom mentioned in ethn9giaphic literature -

1

concerning Native females. Adv.ce from aunts, male relatives, and parents'

emphasize '..he value system of the "good" Cheyenne families, and behavior based

upon a code of proper feminine behavior shows potent and prescribing social
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contrOlmechanisms. The commonly misunderstood "bride price," in which an

exchange of horses and goods made by the Plains Indian in a marriage con-

tract, is put into proper perspective and sh6Ws that kin-based domestic

groups and their conside ations over -ride "romantic ove," a western European.
A

construct. (Interestingly enough, this dheienne woman grew to love her spouse

\ in this, arrawed marriage.; Another mud) chided practice of non-western

1N
peoples, avoidance of the mother-in-law assumes new dimensions in the small

domestic unit of the Ch'enne t.pi. It also showi the furictibnaI aspects
e

of avoidance in a face-to-face-unit-'Wh3:ch would relieve tensions and stresses.

Health practices and mutual reciprocity are well presented.-

Th1s life history is an example of the it rweaving of wdlen's varied

roles in a Native society of North AMerica.

A second quote fr"bm John Stands in Timber, a Northern Cheyenne, verifies

the.Cheyenne's commitment tn marriage. He says:

r

Pik

,
"The Cheyenne'3'fe/1"in love, and it_ WaS hard for ahem to be parted.

They did not get married for fun, like the' white-people, In the

war days, before my time, a young man who had done something great ,

could walk up to a girl even if her mother was with her. She cOuld

not say anything because he had received a high award of honor from

the people But if anyone else tried that the mother would say,

"How many times did you touch the enemy?" So most young men were

ashamed. They did not dare go.to the girl if siv, was with her

mother. A Tan who-had counted coup did not worry. The mother was

even rather proud of it.

'AZter peacetime you still did not go in daylight. It was quite

different from the last twenty-five years.

Since 1920, the girlis have begun chasing the boys and it's not so

good. Like the white man's Leap.ear." (Liberty- ,,1967)

4
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CHAPTER V ,

THE NATIVE AMERICAN WOMAN IN TRANSITION

One histor-...al an sociolqgical fact which no one can dispute is that

all Native American sn.70seties were subjected to and forced to change. Thus

Native lifestyles and world'views were coerced-and pressured to assume a new

form: this form was the lifestyle of the European, conquerors. The European

immigrants brbught with them various ethnic life styles which reflected their

respective ethos, world'views, and behaviors. "Change aqints" implementing

this forced change were the trappers, traders, missionaril, Aimy *rsonnel,
/ .

and other assorted immigrants. The ona commonality in these groups was that

*-
they considered their life style to be superior to the "savage" life of the

Indians. Therefore, they believed the road to civilization'Xust involve,the

acceptance of European ways through forced acculturation. 'Mat acculturation

process itself was accomplished through education and proselytization tO the
, I

Christian faiths.

Certain aspects of superimposed systems of education as they affected the

Native female have been selected to illustrate this acculturation and its con-

sequences. For General Richard Henry Pratt, _ .itially associated with the

first Hampton Institute in Virginia then the famous Carlisle India' ;chool

Pennsylvania, the civilizing motto was, -Kill the Indian and save the man!"

General Pr tt equated civilization with Christianity as did so many change

agents befo e him and his purpose was to bring Irrlian males and females Sipto

the larger society .and keep them there. Going back home to their natal com-

munities was analogous to him and othe - to "going back to the blanket" which

represented the opposite end of the continuum from civilization.

On. such example of this forced acculturation or early "reformation

period" can be-seen in'Gertrude Simmons Bonnin, a Yankton Sioux from South
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Dakota. Her experiences are worth mentioning for see faced the same problems

encountered by many of the Native females in the .1.010's. Over her mother's

protests, she attended a Quaker missionary school for Indians in Wabash,

Indiana. Later, she went to Earlham College and the New England Conservatory,

of Music. Her wish to go to school, her isolation at her-alienatior.

from her mother, and her lack of employment on the reservation are poignantly

described in Gridley's Native American Women (1974). Gertrude taught at .

Carlisle and later married Raymond Bonnin, an employee in the Indian BUreau.

She wrote poetry and published in 'Harper's Monthly and Atlantic Monthly. She .

was very active in the Society of American Indians. In describing her, during

the internedine fight going on'within the American Indian Magazine, Hertzberg .

writes:

":..Mrs. Bonnin was,an energetic and ambitious woman with a mind
and will of her own. She was by no means willing to sit by and
watch the Society expire or allow it to become merely an adjunct
to the AMERICAN INDIAN MAGAZINE. While she agreed with Parker
on many issues, being especially vehement against peyote, she was
increasingly inclined to take a stronger line against the Indian
Bureau than he did. The lead editorial in the "Sioux Number"
denounced the Indian Bureau as "an un-Americans institution" and
called for its "elimination." The emphasis on the glories Of one
tribe and the bitter attack on'the Bureau represented a shifting
direction in the Society's publication." (Hertzberg, 1971)

This quote was selected for it verbalizes the same themes which continue

to interest and to plague Indian organizations and individuals to the present

day. Mrs: Bonnin's vehement Jtand against peyote was the cause df some biting

7

remarks by James Mooney, a staunch defender of the peyote religion. Hazel

Hertzberg records Mooney's remarks concerning Mrs. Eonnin's picture which had

appeared in th3 Washi-gto;1 Times.

"In)the,accompanying picture, Mooney said, Mr!). Bonnin was dressed
'in Indian costume.' \The dress is a woman's dress from some
southern tribe, as.shbwn by the long fringes, the belt is a Navajo's
men's belt, the fan'is a peyote man's fan,,carried only by men,
usually in the peyote ceremony."
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Hertzberg ends the quote by saying "Evidently Mrs. Bonnin was a more eclectic

'Pan-Indian than she intended to be." (1971) Perhaps some future

account written by a White historian or a "tribal house-White", who are those

White consultant and proposal writers whom the tribes hire will offer descrip-

tions as fascinating as that of Mrs. Bonnin's. Certainly the interest or

malice conce-ning."eclectic Pan-Indian females" other tnan Mrs. Bonnin occurs

even today. Russell Means, when viewing a video tape of a Lakota medicine

man and the author, asked, "Was Bea Medicine there as a traditionalist or an

anthropologist?" When the answer was."As an anthrdloologist," he responded,

"Oh, I wondered as she was wearing all that Navajo jewelry"!

Two years after Indians became citizens of their native land, Mrs. Bonnin,

in 192, became president of a new organization Called "The National CounCil
0,

of American Indians." Again her writiag reflects concerns which are not only

current to her times but which are current today. This letter addressed to

"Indian Kinsmen" is illustrative of concerns,in the 1920's:

.° "Too many individual Indians ask help for themselves only, and seem
tc forget the TRIBE'S welfare as a whole. This karing I heard
AsSistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Mr. Scattergood, in a

:public speech here in Washington, D. C. Amory other'things, he com-
"'pared the Indians with the Negros (sic) was sorry that

'- the IneLans d_d not have as much .race t as the Negros.
Right there- 'apt. Bonnie. asked, "What do you men. -by race conscious-
mess?" Mr. atte4good tried to explain that educated Negros went
back to. their own people, to give them the benefit of their educe-

' tion, while Indians did not, as a rule. He did not tell his audience
that Indians ;sere not educated enough to pass the required Civil
'erviceexaminations, while the Negros have '77 colleges and un-ver-
sities" while Indians had no real High+School,in the entire Indian
Service. Mr. Scattergood lelt the impression that Indians today
are not trying in any way to help their tribes. This is not true
aS far as the NATIONAL COUNCIL'OF AMERICAN INDIANS, Inc. is concerned.
Our an-:estors had enough race consciousness to protect, feed, and
teach HONESTY to the Indian race in their day without white men's -

schools. However, today, with printed beaks in our hands, Indian
people are rat2d below the Black race in the matter of1race conscious=
ness. Think about this. Whose fault isit?" (Hertzberg, 1971)
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This passage illustrates the dilemma of the Indian woman in the larger

society. She deals vith individual gain rather than'tribal.concerns. She

deals with.a paternalistic bureaucrat placing her in juxtaposition with .

Negroes (Blacks) and telling her what she should be doing. The familiar

exhortation. to "go back to help your people" which has, plagued Indians for

generations is evident in Mrs. Bonnifl's writings. The fact that the in-

equities of I- .ian education are never fully understood by,the White and

Black componenti of the'American public is clearly illustrated.

The previous passage includes & question framed by Mr. Bonnin, a Sioux.

It forms the basis,of Mrs. Bonnin's diatribe against the bureaucracy. But

it is ,ot possible from just that to determine what difficulties if any,

Mrs: Bonnin might have had in fulfilling marital duties and advocacy for

Indians, which has' been and is the bane of mc..y-Native American women,"past

and present. This aspect of involvement in tribe and inter-tribal affairs

is one facet of Indian womanhood which is most difficult to 'assess due to lack

of data.

From what can be termed the "flamboyant Indian female" one is able to

construct something of what their experiences were oven though one must rely

heavily upon White ;storians. Indian females appear to be somewhat reticent

about writing abol't their perSonal, intimate trial's and tribulations. Ttere

are very few accounts o' those Indian women who bore the burden, of life or

the reservations in the cafly period, and what there are do not give the

Indian female's view of White intruders or change agents. It is difficult to

determine the feelings they had her their children were taken from them and

. sent to off-reservation boarding schools. Their anguish at the return of their

daughters As "brown White women" was not generally recorded. However, there
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is one account whic describes very poignantly the alienation resulting from

changed cultural setting. Gridley in his account of Gertrude Simmons

Bonnin (Zitkala-sha or Red Bird) demonstrates this:

"When she was twelve years old, she was sent to a Quaker ..,ission-

ary school for Indians in Wabesh,e Indiana. Her brother, three
years olderthan herself, had gone there. Gertrude was lured to
the school\by ales told by the recruiting missionaries of a ,

ride on an iron horse, of the beautiftil countryside, and of trees
that grew big) red apples - hers -for the -picking." (Gridley, 1974)

Someof the r icruiting techniques used by contemporary missionaries bear

1a remarkable resemblance to those used on Gertrude. "You will be living in

a house with running water" was a phrase once heard from Mormon missionaries

(Bea Medicine, Field Rites). ,Gridley goes on to say:

"Gertrude's mother was unwilling to let he,go, Wt the child's
'eagerness wore down her resistence. She decided that Gertrude
should be an educat...1 woman for there would be many mote 'pale-
'faces! in the country as time went on and increasing problems for
those 1410 would try to live -in traditional Indian fashion."
(1974) *

"When she retur lied to the reservation at the end of her three year
term, she was torn between the beliefs of her people and the new
ones that she had been taught. .Her mother wrapped herself in
aloofness because there was a deep chasm between em. Gertrude's
existence was a joyless one. She was neither coluFaetely Indian
nor mpletely white. She was Indian in features'and coloring,
but she no longer thought as one. It was difficult to recall her
first language, and she could express herIthoughts only in a limited
way, not with the richness of Sioux imagery,and'phr:asing. So

mother end daughter spoke almost as strangers in a stilted fashion
that could not convey anl feelings of deep emotion." . (Gridley,

1974)

This pass'age presents data which, must be put into proper Sioux perspective

for it underscores the idea that the female role in each tribe should be

analyzed within the cultural context of that trihe. Within the first pare-

graph there is an element many Whites would,have called "willfulness." In

the Lakota world view, it is important,to know that children are thought to

be beings capable.of'.decision-making. This attitude is contained within the
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pro4Tnceof "world view" and is one of those intangible but enduring continu-

ities of tribal culture. This frequently baffles and antagonizes teachers

of,,Sioux children. It is called, by them, "obstinancy" and "intractability."

To.the I,akota, it spells."individual autonomy," and the fact is, that even

4 .

dr'contemporary Sioux society, the child is treated as a person capable of

reasoning. This can also be seen in other Native groups. For example, a.
a J

1.... T .

. .

kanto Domingo child was seen offering a gift, a ring, to a non-Pueblo adult.

This was allowed by the extended kin group for the three-year-old childiVas

seen as capable of making choices. This area of child socialization should

be explored in each tribal group one encounters for its universality can be

6

put to the test. Then one would be able to more adequately define THE Indian

way. Commonalities found in enculturation, in the process of learning tz, be

a member of.a cultUre, or in cultural transmission would certainly increase

understanding of Indian beingness in the present day.

The preceding excerpt from those days when White educators feared their

charges would "(JO back to the blanket".presents some heart-rending truths

about learning and living in a new cultural setting. More devastating to the

individual psyche of the Native student was the fact that tribal backgrounds

are denigrated, equated with savagery 4 and ,to be eradicated: This places.

female who was educated away from the reservation LI a very anamolous position;

she became truly a "marginal woman." This is illustrated by the statement

that Gertrude's mother "wrapp(ed] herself in aloofness."

The consequendes which'can occur when an individual is torn between two

cultures can be seen in yet another account; this one poignantly describes

the life history of Polingaysi Qoyawayma (Elizabeth Q. White) and the rending

of the vital relationship between father and daughter.
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"As she bent to pull the uaho from the sand, Polingaysi felt a
wave of superstituous fear sweep over her. But she was a Christiaa
ncw, she reminded herself, and need not feat the magic in a stick
with a feather on it. Defiantly, she carried it home and challenged
her father with it.

6

"What does, this stick mean to you and to the Hopi people' ?'" sheasked
with more arrogance than she realized. "To me, pah! It means
nothing. It has no power. It's juse a stick with a bit of.corn-
husk and a feathei attached to it.

of

do you, in this day and
Age, when you can have the message of the Bible, still have faith
in sticks and feathers?"

Her father, true Hopi that he was, recoiled from the..proffered
paho, refusing to touch it. There was a worried lo k in his eyes.
'Must you know?" he asked. "Of course, I must kn ," Polingaysi
declared. "Why shouldn't I know?"

"Lay it on the table," her father said, "and I will_tell you."
She placed the stick on the rough board table which she had goaded
the little man into making, and the two of them bent over

"Do you see that blue-green, chipped-off placehere at the top?"
her father asked, pointing. "That is .the face of the prayer stick.
It represents mossy places, doi(sture. Now;this. below is thebody
pf the prayer stick. A red color, as you can see, like our colored
sand. That represents,the earth. Moisture to the earth/ then, is
what the paho is, for."

"A prayer for rain?"

":hat.,.yes,,and more. The stick carries a bundle on its back.".
"The bit of cornhusk, boundswith string? What"is it for? What does
it mean?" '4

4

"I don't knowwhat is bound up in the corntrask," her, father said, "and
I won't open it to find out. However, I think you might find 'here
some grass seeds, a pinch of cornmeal, a pinch of pollen, and a drop
of honey. ".

"But why, why?" Polingaysi demanded impatiently. "What good does it
,do ?"

The little Hopi man had been carving e Kachina doll
root of a cottonwood. He turned away' and went 'ack
sitting dowsn crossleggedon the floor :r1 picking up

the unfinished doll. Polingaysi,stood looking down(
; for his answer. Hethought before he began to speak

from the dried
to his work,
his.knife and
at him, waiLtng

1

"The good it does depends on many things, my daughtr. It depends

mose of all on the faith of the one who made the paho. If all thoael
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things I mentioned are inside the little bundle that it.carries on
its back, it would mean that the one making the paho planted it in
Mother Earth prayer for a plentiful harvest, with moisture
enough to help Earth produce full ears of corn, plump beans, sweet

. 'melons." He looked up at her_and his small face was worried.
."Surely you have not forgotten the meaning of the feather? Feathers
represent the spirits that are in all things. This one represents
tlle 'spirit that is in 'the prayer the paho offers up."

Polingaysi turned away and took the paho in her hands. About toy,
tear .open the cornhusk, she looked down to see her father'd hands
Stilled and horror in his expression. .Suddenly she could not open
the paho's treasure without his permission. She could.not fly in
the face of tradition to that extent, knowing it would offend his
spirit, however 'silent he remained, however little he reproached;
her openly.

"May I open it?"

Her father bent his head, possibly questioning the propriety of
such an action and fearing the harm it might do him and his daughter.
After a moment of hesitation, he sighed,. saying, "It seems well
weathered. I,think it is more than four days old. if so, its
Purpose hasgeen served and the power has left it. Use your left
hand."

Gently, in spite,of her pretended scorn, Polingaysi opened the bit
of "(rapped cornhusk. It had been folded while'still green into a
tiny triangle. In this little poudh there was a bit of material
about the size of p:pea. Seeds, cornmeal, pollen, held. together
with honey, as-her father had pr'dicted.

"Can't you see there's nothing of value in here?" Polingaysi cried.

"Not to you," her father agreed. "Not to me. But-to the'one who
made it'in pfayer."

She would have auestioned him further, but he took his work and went
outside, his face enigmatic.

"For pity's sake, Mother," Polingaysi burst out, turning to Sevenka
who had been working quietly On a basket during the discussion,
"doeS everything inthe life of A Hopi lave a,hidden meaning? Why,
for instance, should I use my aeft hand to ()lien that thing?"

"It seems foolish to you because you are young and do not understand
everything," her mother said patiently. "Perhaps you are foolish
because yolodo not understand Hopi ways, though you are a Hopi: I

will tell you about the left hand."
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"The left hand is on the heart side of the body. It is the hand
that moves,most slowly. It selects, instead of grabbing as the right
hand does. It is cleaner.. It does not touch the mouth during
the eating of food, nor does it clean the body after release of
waste materials."

\\

"Do you remember watching our medicine man--the Man With Eyes--at
his work? In his healing rites and also in his religious ceremonies

, he uses the left hand, for those reasons I have just given you.
The left hand, then, is the hand that is of the-heart and the spirit,..
not of nature and the earth."

1.1!=,

Polingaysi struggled todeny the beauty of the words her mother had
spoken. She sought a.scoffing answer, but found none. After. a mo-

ment the older woman continued.

"One more thing I will tell you aboutthe pahos. They must be kept
free of the white man's ways if they are to have the full power
of old times. That is, why Hozi people do not sharpen them to a'
point with white man's steel Blades, but grind them to sharpness
on sandstone." %

At that moment Polingaysi saw one of her mother's brothers passing
the window. He knew nothing of the discussion and_she had no
desire to reopen it. With her left hand she placed the ,aho on the
window "sill.

"PolingaysiL" the old man cried, his face crinkling into a big smile
of welcome. "It is ,a great treat to my spirit to see you after so

long a time. We are always happy to see our child come home, even
if she does make us, sit at a wooden platform when we eat."

Polingaysi lost'some of her contentiousness and laughed. He had
always complained about sitting at the table, insisting that he
could not keep his feet warm while he was eating unless he sat on
them, Hopi-fashion. Her little grandmother had been completely
mystified by the table, and though Polingaysi had patiently explained
its use, the old lady had laborioetly climbed up onto it, instead
of seating herself on the wooden benth that served as'a chair.

She looked at her uncle and thought of all the new ideas she had
gleaned during. her life among white people. The old man had no,
desire to share her knowledge. To him the old way was best. He .

asked ?ittle of life: enough food to keep.the breath in his thin,
worn old body, la little heat iR tht: fireplace, a drink of water
when he was dry. \

4

It was she who was forever.holding out her cup to be filled with
knowledge.
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Reprinted from Et3:Darningliacici- Polingaysi-Qoyawayma (Elizabeth*Q. Atte)
as told to Vada'F. Carlson, Albuquerque, New Mexico: University of New Me)4co
Press, 1964; Permission ,to reproduce this.copyrighted material has been,
granted by University of New Mexico Press to ERIC and organizations opera ng
under agreements with the National Institute of Education, U. S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare. Further reproduction outside the ERIC,
system requiresRermission of the-copyright owner..

These two excerpts, one from -a biographical. account (Bonnin) and the:
A

. .
Other a semi-autobiographical account (Qoyawayma), give atrich body ofLdata

from which infererices.maybe drawn.' They present dimensions to the unique
.

experiences encountered by,Indian women.
* f'v

-Geitrude Bonnin lived from 1875 to 1938. Upon he)r death she was butied
, AI

. in Ailingtori cemetery. (GridleYt, 1974) She came from a Northern,Plain4s.
, I

tribe), thelDekota, which was, And is, one with a bilateral type of kinship

: .

Organization. There is nc,mention of her father.in this autobiographical .

.1

41,

sketch as there is no mention of children in her life.. Therefore, it it

difficult to assess her feeli4 towa,:ds children except to note'that she'

.organized a band for Ute chi2dren while her husband was employed with the

Indian service in Utah. She could be clastified as en early advocate of Indian
,

causes and was certainly in the forefront of Indian organizations.

Polingaysi, on the other hand, emerges from a matrilineal sodiety:in

the Southwest. Her life experic:,:es reflect the intense inted ion of belief,
.

actions, and symbols. Her experieaces also demonstratethe end

uniqueness of the Pueblos which was made possible by their isolation.

The accounts allow the, reader to contrast such societies as the Sioux .

or Lakota, who were forced to give up,their'Netive life style under conquett,

to other societies, such as the Hopi, who with a conscious effort maintained 4

tural

their cultural integrity.
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1

Furthermore, these life stories ands situations exhibit the coping and
.

adaptive strategies used by female members of each society, Similar adaptive 4,

' strategies can be posiulated for other women'in Native societies.

I
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CHAPTER VI

A PERSPECTIVE OF THE ISSUES AND CHALLENGES FACING TIE

CONTEMPORARY NATIVE_ AMERICAN WOMAW-

With the atsimilation of Indian wbmen in contemporary society, it is

difficult to arrive at an exact determination of their numbers or othef

essential information doncerning- them.

The Census,of 1970 uses ascription or self-designation to determine the

ethnic identity of citizens.

"The category 'American'Indian' includes persons who indicated
their.race as :Indian' (Amer.), aswell as persons who did not
classify themselves in one of. the, specific race categories on the
questionnaire but who reported the name of an Indian 'tribe or had

such entries as !Mexican American-Indian; 4 ' Canadian-Indian,' or

'South American-Indian." (Census 1973) . .

As can be seen in thb Census definition, of American Indian, a wide

spectrum of people are idehtified as Indian. This includes people with little

ornocontact or affiliation with a,tribe,. people Who are Indian only in the

most nominal sense. ,

e -

Of the 763,594 designated "Indians" in:the United States, 375,384 are

males and 388,210 are females (ipid.,'1973). There is a slight numerical

predominenceof women which reflects the tread in the larger societ

The economic picture for Indian women is (..keremely poor for they ear

appreciably less than all other women in the United States. Eighty percent

of 'Native women earn below $4,000 as compared to sixty-eight percent for all

other_ women ,(ibid. 1974). This low income reflects their,, low occupational
_

status; one-third of all tribal women, urban or rural, are employed in 'service

occupations (ibid. 1974). As is usual with limited occupational opportunities
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o

and low income, unemployment is high', being 10.2%, a rate twice as high as

for women at large, (ibid. 1974). It has been estimated that in Some areas

of the country, unemployment is as high as 20 to 60% for Indian women.

In spite of 'the bleak economic picture, Indian women are becoming

increasingly assertive in all areas; law is no expePtion to th truism. A

. .

'case regarded by many as a pivotal one is now being tried or adjudicated

before .the Supreme Court. It involves a Santa Clara: Pueblo woman,,..aula

Martinez, who is married to a Navajo than. The husband-yished his children
/-

to be raised as Santa Clara Rueblo Indians, but the Tribal Council refused to

enroll the children of this union as members-of the tlibe declaring that the
t . ... .

preservation of the culture was at stake. Mrs. Martinez sued the Tribal

Council, contending that the offspring of male members of thettribe married

to non-Indians have not been. barred from enrolling. Moreover, the Santa

Clara Pueblo Indians, as with most P%Ieblos, are a matrilineal sciety in which.

descent is traced through the female line, and thus, her children's exclusion

amounts to sex discrimination. Mrs. Martinez further contends that this ruling

is in violation of the Indian Civil Rights Act.

Another case watched with keen interest is one involving a-tonowanda
. .

Sene8 health clinic which has-been denying services to the children of4

Seneca women married to non-Indian males yet gives service to the offspring

of Senecan males married to non-Indian women.

Both of these cases involve key issues such as equal rights fdr women

and the 1pgality of the Indian Civil Rights Act when it contravenes Tribal

sovereignity. The outcome will have significant repercussions for all Indians

for generations to come.
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These cases illustrate the legal problms encountered by Indian women.

As yet there is no uniform legal code governing the Status of Indian women;

the Indian woman has to contend with a multiplicity of regulations on the
\

one hand formulated by such organizations as the Bureah of Indian Affairs,

the United States Public Health Service and the Civil Rights Commission- On

the other hand are the various regulations of federally recognized Indian

tribes whose mandates spring from the trey agreements with the federal

government'.
.

Another challenge which all women, not only Native women, faceds the

Women's Movement. Generally speaking, the Native American woman in.the past

has'not involved herself an this Movement. However, more Indian women are
A

evidencing signs of interest and militancy. -In- 1970, a group called the

Native'American Women's Action Corps came into being. After its first meeting

in San FrancisCo, the group did no further mobilizing. However, during that

Sate summer, the North American Indian WomenkS Association was formed as a

non-profit educational.association established to promote the education,

health, and family life of North American people. The association also aims

. to promote inter-tribal communications and awareness of Indian culture.

(ProjeCt on the Status and Education of Women, 1978). This group meets every.

June in areas throughout the country. For thq'past few years, a contingent of '

Oilitiaaian4letis and other Native women have"participatpd.
o

Another organizational moyemevt attracting the attention of Indian women

has been 'the National Women's di'aferenceheld in Houston, November 1977. The

women attending_that conference published the following manifesto which was

later ..:Irinted in MS magazine (March-1978).

0
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"American-Indian\and Alaskan Native Women: have a relationship
to Earth Mother and the Great Spirit as well as'a heritage based
on the sovereignty4pl Indian peoples. The federal government
shoule. guarantee tribal rights, tribaksovereignity, honor existing
treatiee-and .congressional acts, protect hunting, fishing, and
whaling rights, protect trust Status, and permanently remove the
threat termination. Congress should extend the Indian Educe-

,

tion Act of 1972, maintain base funding of educationingtead of
replacing it with supplemental funding, provide adequate care-through
the .Indian 'Health Service, forbid the systematic removal of chil-
dren from their families and communities, and-assure full participa-
tion-in-all federally funded programs."

Itis safe to say that while most Native American women see no need for

inv'ol'vement in the Women's' Movement, some of the young women are very ardently
.

engaged in the struggle for'"liberation" as they see it. FolloWing are two

excerpts, both from women engaged in the demOnstrations at Wounded Knee.
.

They, represent two,entirely different viewpoints. Regina S. Brave (Dixon)

is engaged in the larger issues involved in the demonstration while Kathleen

Smith sees the AIM leaders-as the personification of _sexism whb\zre destruc-

tive of the historically dignified role accorded to Indian women.\(pixon, P.D.)

J1N. Woman in Wounded Knec t ' Regina S. Bravo (DiXon)-
Oglala Sioux

,

I am an Indian woman, Moiher, and 'because I'm a member of the American
Indian Movement, I am alsp classified a, militarit.' I like being an
Indian woman, Mother,and the word militant has-become a mainstay fort
my family and myself. As a divorcee am also the head-of-household.
Just being an Indian Mother makes me a 'feminist' or 'libber,': which
we are:

A long time ago the Indian woman was content to remain at home while
her warrior went to battle, to hunt,. and to seek a, name for himself.
She knew,from the time she was ven/small, what her role would be
and how she would carry on that role later in life:

An Indian male had to be taughtMany,
4
mew, things. The combination of

all the 'things he learned from his Mother and Grandmother anal. the other

women helped him to become a man but in order to be accepted as a an

En the Tribe, he had to. first go out, prove himself by facing death
soirietimes,and he earned a name. It was by no means an'easy thing to
do.'
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An Indian man,, just because he had proved himself, did not sit 'back
and glory in it - he had tc constantly live up to his name and having
given life he then protected those'lives with his own. Being an Indian
man is not easy, bpt being an Indian man is being proud - of himself,
his family and his people.

Things are different nowadays in-so many, many ways. The role of the
male has changed-but the role of the Indian woman is still basically
the same. We still teach our boys to be men.- With the coming of the.
whiteman and the destruction Of this country the role of the Indian
male has-been drastically'altered. And the Indio n women are.not con-
tent. 0

First, The Bureau of Indian.Affairs, after erding Indian peoplelJonto
'reservations (another word for zoo or prese e), and the initiation
of State Welfare systems, educational syst s, penal institutions,
old age homes the same difference),' led to make farmers out of
the men. It didn't work. ,So the government made it ease for the
Indian woman to get aid from the 'welfare department - thus clemascula-

.

7 ting the Indian male even more:-

RememBer the Trail Broken Treaties?
,

In 1972 I went to Gordon, eNebraska with thedAT Indian MoVementfa'etn

to protest...thehumiliationtand finally the agonizing death of Raymond
Yellow Thunder, an Oglala Sioux from Porcupine, South Dakota. I thought :

°of my Father and my Grandfather and what I would have done if something
,like that happened to one of-them.

.

On February 6, 1973, E. joined .6%e caravan to Custer', South Dakota to

rotest the murder of another Oglala Sioux, Wesley "Butch" Bad Heart
Bull of Oglala, South Dakota: His Mother *as the?4.also as -were
"numdrous other AIM women who chose to stand up. next to our AIM brothers
to seek, justice.

-

We arestill seeking justice!`,,

Kathleen. Smith. writing of her Irperiences in Wounded. Knee, notes:,

.."The AIM leaders are particularly.sexist, never having learned our 1 5

title .Indian history whe4c women voted and participated equally in

* all Matters of tribal life. They have learned the white man's way
of talking --down to women and regarding their position as inferior.-
Some of them actually dorilt believe women can fight or, can think,
'and ga'Te us tla impression that. we were there for their use and that .

we should be flattered to have. their children. One man said he,,was'
helpitg Indian unity by having,a girlfriend from every tribe. They
want to keep women diviided and fighting for men's friendship and,
attention." (unpublish,1 mimeographed.paperi-1974, p. 5-6, by per-
mission of'authorM
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Further, sh2 writes:

"Today, many Indian women insist on stepping back, as do some black '

women, and letting their men "be mein:." The women vent to be "ladies."

But we must not judge ourselves by the white man's standards. We must

look to our own proud tradition and realize that our Women as well

as the men are strong people." (Smith; -N. D., unpublished paper, 1974.)

The challenge of self-identify ivaerhaps unique ,to Native Amey.O.can

women today. Because of years spent at parochial boarding schools and BIA

boarding schools, many Native women come from what can be .termed hyphenated

backgrounds. This search !oz. 4' confusion-in identity is made more

difficOlt-by marriaae h :nckians (miscegenation). .pven tribal inter-

--

marriage poses questios of definition for the children of such marriages.
r

Ilecause of the problems inherent in such. unions, there is, today, a strong

feeling among many Live people that one should marry only fellow Native

Americans. This feeling surfaces in discussiops with Indians in social situa-

tions and in classroom,discussions". Other factor- which have contributed

to the weakenliug of Indian identity have been the adoption of Indian chl....ren

by non-Indian families, the weakening of,traditionalfamily'ana kin structures,

divorce and the one-parent family.

Although there are no-firmpeasilyiobtailnable statistips, it appears

that Indian males are more prone to marry out6ide their respective cultures

;`tan Indian females, a fact,which greatly limits the pool of marriageable

Indian males. Frequently, these same Indiap men wh6 have married non-Indian

women have neither a strong background nof-strong tie tb their tribe.

This question of marriage, identity:a:1,3 inter-' 'ibal marriage are all

inextricably_ tied to the historical responsibility of Native women as the

primary educators of Indian society. It is the.mother who teaches language,
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attitude, beliefs, behavioral patterns and does so far more.effectiyely than

the male in Indian society. Because the women tend not to marry outside

their culture, they, in effect, become the prese_ rs of their traditions.

This responsibility is undoubtedly the most important one which the present-

day Native woman bears. That education is of first importance in the preser-.

vation of culture can beseen in the attempts of non-Natives to gain control

of it and use it as a means whereby the Native could be assimilated into the

larger culture.

At present, only. 2.5% American Indian females have finished four or more

years of college (Census, 1974). Despite this .low rate, several trends indi-.

cate a more promising future. Increasingly Indians, both male and female,

are going to school. The women are often older, returning to schodl after

raising a family, a trend whic3 parallels the trend in the larger population..

These women frequently are attending tribal communitl, colleges which are

proliferating in reservation areas; the urban Indian female, is also returning,

fo'r higher education, influenced perhaps by her involvement in community work

among Indians or perhaps by her interaction with Indian centers. These urban

Indian women are often, divorcees, a feature of contemporary life in the larger

society, which is not found' with the same frequency on the reservations. How-
.

ever, it is difficult to determine.with any degree of exactness how many

families are headed by females.

t.

Despite the obstacles which;Indian women have placed before them,

a number of Irtdian?women have diitinguished,themselves in service to their
i .

people.

In the ar'ea of government, Betty Maeumperr, a Florida Seminole, is

noteworthy as being one of the first Indian women to serve on a tribal

I
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governing body and the first woman to be elected cLairman of the Seminole

.Tribal Council.
- 2

At the age of 14/ she entered the Cherokee Indian Boarding School at

Cherokee, North Carolina and was graduated eight years later. After a year

of nurse's training in Oklahoma, she returned to her people ,in Florida and,

'aq a public health aide, became instrumental in over,oming suspicion of

modern medicine. (Indian Record February, 1969)

Another figure who has.oveicome obstacles which would daunt lesser

women is Mrs. Lorraine Misiaszek,-of the Colville Confederated Tribe of

'Washington. Mrs. Lorraine 1Misiaszek graduatedfrom Gonvaga University with

f l'
Bachelor of Arts in political science. She has served on the tribil Council

(1956-60) and has helped formulate plans for an accelerated education program
--,

.

. . ,
for both children and adults and was instrumental in the development of an,

adult education program in f960.. (Indian Record, February, 1969)

In the area of community service, Mrs. LaDonna Harris, Oklahoma Comanche,

is a nationally krioWn figure. As wife to Senator Fred R. Harris of Oklahoma,

she has been active in a brOad range of social concerns in the field of Indian

affairs. She is a member of the National Indian Opportunities council

established by President, Johnsop on March 6, 1968. Both she and her husband , 1

founded Oklahomans for Indian Opportunity, an orgplization dedicated to helping

.

Indian citizens obtain better educations and jobs and to participate more
o

actively in community affairs. Mrs..Harris served as president of DIO for,

two years and saw it grow into a strong force assisting the Itdian people.

Mrs. Harris is also active in other groups, being the chairman of the Women's

Advisory Committee on Poverty, a member of Task Force VI of the Joint Commission
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on,Mental Health of Children, and a'naticnal consultant on mental health as

=

a member of the Special Committee on Minority Children. (Ibid.)

One Of the most stirring examples of what Indian_ wom'en are capable of

when determined to succeed is Mrs. Alice Florendo. A member of.the Confederated

Tribes of

mother on

casins.

the Warm Springs Reservation in Oregon, she accompanied her grand-

a horsedrawn wagon filled with bundles:of handmade gloves and moo-
.,

Because her English was superior to her grandmother's, at age five

she became one of the youngest of entrepreneurs. As.kyoung teenager, Mrs.

Florendo was widowed arc: left with a child to support,. Because no jobs were

available on the reservation,.she turned to picking berries for a. local farmer.

During this time, she also earned her 8th grade diplbma, although to goon

0

for further education was simply not practical'. 'From this, she advAnced.t,%

helping the farmer's wife cook for the harvesters. and here she learned "white

man's cooking," which included'anning and baking bread. Her cooking knowledge

led to the opening of the Village Cafe in Warm Springs from the Confederated

Tribes. Remodeled to seat 72 people, the seven-day-a-week cafe is thorouglly

modern, and Indian people have first job preference although Mrs. Florendo

is willing to consider "anyone willing to work."

Early in life, Mrs. Florendo came to the conclusion that prejudice

simply "me, uneducated and inexperienced," and she went on to do something

aboUt it by working to improve herself and capitalizing.on all the- experiences

life had to offer to her. (Ibid.)

'While Mrs. Florendo's struggle for eGueational and employment opportunities

wqo truly heroic and due to her unassisted efforts, the future looks more

prbmisig for the young Indian women of today.
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Recently the,Women'.s Bureau and other governmental agencies such as the

National Institute for Education have begun showing concern for the education

of Indian women. IncreasiPgly'government and-,other responsible agencies are

addressing the educational problems of Indian women. Most recently the...,
4P' '' ,%.

e- National Institute for- Education convened a "Symposium of Indian Leaders" in

Washington, D. C. in early 1977.' Of the twenty-four women invited,,frfteen
.

. ;
-, ,'

appeared, representing twelve tribes from eight states and Washington, D. C.- D.

The purpose of.the conference was to sensitize the federal bureaus of govern-

mept to the needs of the Indian, particularly the Indian woman.

recommendations for particular i.3eral,agencies, certain needs. were

Besides-

specific

established as follows:

1. Leadership training for Indian women for more effective involvement
and participation in Federal programs..

2. (ummaies of regulations and the need for more workshops to help
Indian women understand apd respond to propoSed regulations and
also to analyze legislation.

3. More conferenceS fashioned after the symposium but at the regional/
local level.

4. Development of a jOb/skilas bank..

5. 'Information regarding.employffient rights and contract provisions'.

111.

6. Information regarding existpgtraining/education programs such as 1

for police officers, Indian court judges>, Indian planners and CETA t
prime, sponsors.

7. Collection of data or the effects of programs ,x1 women and m n
.separately. .

8. 'Employment of Indian women in policymaking positions in the Federal
government.

Also addressing, the needs Of, women recently has been-the National Institute

ofjducation sponsored Conference ' Nat:;.ve American Women which met in 6

4

Albuquerque, New Mexico, in October 1976. The papers from this Conference
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are being edited and will-be 'published in the near future bythe United States

Goveinment Printing Office.
-

Native women have'had some invaluable allies in their mission as teachers

and trar mitters of culture. One such ally is.the network of relationC

a__!feature of reservation life., In the-se networks it is possible to

call upon the sister of.one's mother/a.'s though she 'were,one's Mother.. Even
.

- 0 , - .1 /- -
f ' -

.
, 4 - .nr1' S

in 'present day Nathrrs societies, this: is,a.continuingtem of relationship.
\::.,-,-- rt

:-.,(-- 1

This is a factor which should ne er be overlooked, for,in it resides impor-
. . . $ -

.
. .

tant elements-of Indian-ness.'

There are a number of r source books which have proVen invaluable in

giVing, biographical inf6rmation concerning Indian women who have either con-
_

C;.
tributed to their respective'tribol societies or to the societyat large.

Among them are...4e following biographies,: ,

t'

Gridley, Marion E. Indians of Today'

Chicago: Millar'Publishing-Company, 1947

Gridley, Marion E. Indians of Today

ChiCago:. Towertown Press, 1960'

Gridl', Marion E. Indians of Today

Chicago: I. C. F. P. Inc., 1070,

Franco, Johp M. Amer4can Indian-Contributors to American Life
Westchester, Illinois: Benefic Press, 1975

is a book for.Clemeiltary students:

Another source to aid the Indian woman in her role as teacher are such

printed materials as Who's Who in the World of American Indians.- These

'mate'zii.ils are important in high schoOls and boarding,schools for they can

enforce aspirations and'attitaes in Indian youth and help them to strive

towards,their goals. In such'sources can be found he names of women who'

represent American tribes. There are those t'iat say that sucl. people are
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-
1

.

not repreIseptative bf the group, that they are too educated, that they are
1

,

\ .

too acculturated. But ri4akdless of the merit or lack of merit such criticisms .../

7
contain,. the Indians listed in such books provide a baseline which can be

used when looking at,peoole in the community.

-Another resource helpful to the reservation Native woman in-her role
ct: /

%

.

teacher is older women. From the141 the younger woman can learn much
,

practi01 wisdom and much of the ral history which has. never been recorded.

,

Many of the present-day anthropological reporters are recording life histories

from just such sources in order to look at the changing role of women. These

older women are what social scientists call "significant others ", who shape

and influence the direction a'yOunger person will take. They An be invaluable

teaching resources and should be recognized as such.

The adaptability of Native Americans has contributed to continuity and

progreSs and allowed Indians to retain their Indian-ness.

Finally, the maintenance of Indian religious values both illustrates

the endUring persistence of Indian'culture and presents a challenge to the
""?'

contemporary Indian womin.---Bafy St. Marie; Cree folksinger, has answered

the questions posed by tie larger society aUd her own tribal society through

a synthesis of both. In answer to the question concerning how her Indian

religion relates to the religion of the larger society, she has this to say:

, .
. . , ,

"I've;-been all over the world and : was an Oriental philosophy and
religion major in four years of college study And seven years of

'private study.' And to me', a person's relationship with the Great
Spirit of all things transcends all languages, all cultures, is the
Ultimate personal experience which can be shared with the community

-` or doesn't have to be.
, . ,

I'm really disturbed by the audacity of people who dare come 1.

up with a phrase like the'"death of the Great Spirit." I mean, how'
dare they! Such a thing is not possible: God, cannot be taken away
frOm a people. You see, I think Indian ;people are fortunate and I

have yet'td realize it and capitalize upon it. 'I thing we're very
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7 fortunate4in being contemporary alternative people in the majority

i

society. Being a minority in the' majority ociety, being an Indian
in kmorld that is essentially a mish-mash f all the peoples of the ,
world,, we can have_a 200_percent life: ,We don't have to be cripplqd

. -in two legs, just because we're half the white man's world and half-
the Indian's world. We can be whole. -We can be wholly contemporaty
and wholly Indian. And our religbhs ran provide us. with the en-.
couragement, the basid human initiative to discover.our self-respect-
and to share the respect of all creatures with all creatures--which
is basically an Indian NtraTiaTi,--but Ijust said it in English."

.-yralking Leaf Newspaperh.D.)
,

0,

_
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